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Microanalytical reference materials: successes and needs
K.P. Jochum
Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Hahn‐Meitner‐Weg 1, 55128 Mainz, Germany
Microanalytical reference materials (MRMs) have gained a wide interest because of the
increasing use of in‐situ microanalytical techniques. They are mainly used as samples
for calibration, quality control, quality assurance and inter‐laboratory comparisons. A
MRM should not only be homogeneous at the large‐scale (mg range) but also at the
small‐scale (ng ‐ µg range).
NIST and BAM synthetic silicate glasses
For the purpose of calibration of microanalytical techniques, the NIST silicate reference
glasses SRM 61x are used most frequently. They contain many trace elements, whose
concentrations are uniform and sufficiently high enough for a precise primary
calibration. The disadvantages are that these glasses – with the exception of few
elements – have not been certified by NIST and were not designed for microanalytical
investigations. A comprehensive study on NIST SRM 610‐617 glasses was recently
published by Jochum et al. [1], who provided new reference values and their
uncertainties at the 95% confidence level for bulk and microanalytical purposes
following ISO guidelines. The certified BAM‐S005 A and B glasses from the BAM, Berlin,
were recently tested for their use in microanalysis. Most elements are homogeneously
distributed in both glasses, even at low test portion masses of 0.4 µg [2].
USGS GS glasses
The USGS prepared synthetic GS reference glasses with a basaltic major element
composition having many trace elements in similar abundances at different
concentration levels. However, so far, only preliminary working values exist. Reference
values for 12 isotope systems for GSD‐1G were recently determined [3]. GSD‐1G is
isotopically homogeneous at the small‐ and the large‐scale.
USGS, MPIDING and NRCG natural glasses
To provide MRMs of natural composition, the USGS Denver, the MPI Mainz, as well as the
NRCG Beijing, prepared large amounts of homogeneous reference glasses by melting
rock powders. These samples have the advantage that they have a natural composition
showing the typical zigzag patterns of even/uneven atomic numbered elements. The
USGS glasses comprise four basaltic glasses, e.g., BCR‐2G. In order to provide reference
glasses of different rock types, the MPI prepared a set of eight glass samples (e.g., KL2‐G,
ATHO‐G) by fusing samples of geologically common rock types covering nearly the
entire spectrum from ultramafic to highly silicious composition. More than 60 qualified
laboratories worldwide contributed to the certification process [4]. The NRCG prepared
recently four certified “Chinese Geological Standard Glasses (CGSG)” [5].
Mineral reference materials
Homogeneous and well‐characterized mineral MRMs are needed for accurate chemical
and isotopic analyses. However, only a few of such MRMs are available. Reasons for the
low number are severe inhomogeneities in natural minerals and difficulties in the
preparation of homogeneous synthetic samples.

The 91500 crystal has become by far the best characterized zircon MRM currently
available. Different authors observed potential micrometer‐scale inhomogeneity.
Detailed studies affirm, however, that 91500 zircon is homogeneous with respect to Hf
and O isotopes. Some other natural zircon samples were also used (see GeoReM
database [6] for further details).
There is a great lack of suitable sulfide RMs for primary calibration. The USGS prepared
MASS‐1, which, however, does not contain platinum group elements (PGEs). Small
amounts of sulfide MRMs containing Re and the PGEs synthesized from metal powders
and sulfur are also available.
For special applications, synthetic titanite, rutile, clinopyroxene and dacite MRMs were
prepared. Because of heterogeneity problems and restricted amount of material most of
these MRMs are not suitable for primary calibration.
Carbonate and phosphate MRMs are important for calibration of various new
applications in carbonate (e.g., corals, stalagmites) and phosphate (e.g., bones, teeth)
analysis. The USGS prepared some synthetic MRMs (e.g., MACS‐3, MAPS‐4, MAPS‐5),
however, they are currently in the analytical testing phase.
Conclusions and outlook
MRMs play an important role as calibration and quality control materials in quite
different fields of in‐situ analysis. Currently, a reasonable number of materials exist and
most MRMs are well characterized. However, there are some important drawbacks with
these samples. The well‐characterized NIST glasses have a silicate matrix, which is quite
different from any geological matrix. This means that analytical data of rocks, minerals,
corals and tooth obtained by LA‐ICP‐MS, SIMS and other microanalytical techniques may
be biased by matrix effects. To overcome this effect for geological applications, the USGS
prepared the GS glasses with a basaltic matrix; however, up to now the glasses are not
certified. The natural USGS, MPI‐DING and the CGSG reference glasses nearly cover the
entire spectrum of rock compositions and are especially useful as secondary MRMs.
There is a need for MRMs with homogeneously distributed siderophile and chalcophile
elements, because these elements are inhomogeneously distributed in nearly all
reference glasses. In‐situ isotopic determination has become an important tool in
geochemistry. GSD‐1G and the MPI‐DING reference glasses belong now to the best‐
characterized MRMs for in‐situ isotopic work.
The situation is extremely unsatisfactory for mineral MRMs. Only few samples are
distributed worldwide. 91500 zircon has been well analyzed, however it shows zoning
and is now depleted. No international MRMs for garnet, olivine and other minerals exist.
The production of homogeneous carbonate and phosphate MRMs by the USGS is very
important for the increasing number of environmental applications. However, until now
they are not well characterized. The production of large amounts of homogeneous
certified mineral MRMs is therefore an urgent task for professional RM producers.
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What is a Standard? NIST's Perspective
Nicholas W. M. Ritchie and Eric Steele
NIST, Gaithersburg, MD
What an individual researcher means when they refer to something as a standard can
depend very much upon the circumstance. Standards can be established procedures or
protocols, can be documentary, or can refer to materials which have been well
characterized. The definition of well characterized really depends upon the intended
usage. Standards can be laboratory standards, corporate standards, state or national
standards, international standards or anywhere in between. Each gradation involves
different levels of traceability to fundamental principles. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) holds a unique role in the United States and the world.
NIST was established to fulfill a role identified in the United State's Constitution to
facilitate interstate commerce through the establishment of a standardized system of
weights and measures. As such, we have higher expectations about the quality, reliability,
accuracy and reproducibility for our standards. In fact, many third party organizations
(both national and international) explicitly call for traceability to NIST standards even
though there is no legislative or constitutional imperative. Having said this, a NIST
standard is not necessarily optimal for all purposes and while use of standards is critical,
the choice of standard has to be matched to fulfill the intended requirement.

Selection of Natural Minerals for Microanalytical Reference Materials
J.C. Rucklidge,*, ** and M.P.Gorton *
* Department of Geology, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, M5S 3B1, Canada
** Astimex Scientific Limited, Toronto ON Canada
It is desirable to have naturally-occurring (as opposed to synthetic) reference materials to
validate instrument performance and calibration routines, as well as to evaluate models of
geochemical processes. Different analytical techniques cause repeated exposure of
reference materials to bombardment by electrons, heavy ions, and radiation. Ideally, a
single mineral will be stable over time to all these processes to enable inter-method
comparisons.
These minerals also have to be amenable to physical separation in millimetre sized
grains, and to mounting/polishing processes. This imposes a significant restriction on all
natural candidates for each mineral species. The exact composition and stoichiometry of
each candidate must be established by imaging and chemical analysis, preferably more
than one method, before being used as a reference standard.
We present several recent examples of the search for homogeneous, beam-stable minerals
that are available in sufficient quantities to make them useful as interlaboratory
intercomparison materials. These include monazite, pollucite, skutterudite, and
magnetite. We also present comprehensive data for several spessartines collected and
sold by the C. M. Taylor company.

Synthesis and characterization of Ti-Y-Zr-Nb-Hf-Ta-La-Nd-Sm-Gd-Dy-Er-Yb-Lu doped
haploandesite glass reference materials
J.M. Hanchar,* J. Fournelle,** C. Hayward,*** B. Dhuime,**** C. Münker,****** E.
Mundy* and C.M. Fisher*,*******
*Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St John's, NL A1B
3X5, Canada
**Department of Geoscience, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706
***School of Geosciences, Grant Institute of Earth Science, University of Edinburgh,
Edinburgh EH9 3JW, UK
****Department of Earth Sciences, University of St. Andrews, North Street, St. Andrews
KY16 9AL, UK
*****Bristol Isotope Group, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol, Wills
Memorial Building, Bristol BS8 1RJ, UK
******Insitut für Geologie und Mineralogie, Universität zu Köln, Zülpicherstr. 49b
50674 Köln, Germany
*******School of Earth & Environmental Sciences,
WA 99164

Washington State University, Pullman,

There have been many papers published in the past seven years that use Ti-in-zircon, Ti-inquartz, or Zr-in-rutile geothermometry, to constrain the crystallization temperatures of those
minerals in a wide variety of geologic systems. A crucial component of this line of research
currently lacking are well characterized and widely available quality reference materials (for
use as either calibration or for quality control) that can potentially be used to improve the
precision and accuracy of these measurements. To address this problem, we have developed
a series of three haploandesite (i.e., simplified composition and Fe-free) reference materials
(nominal composition SiO2 = 59.5%; Al2O3 = 16.0%; MgO = 7.5%; CaO = 10.0%; and
Na2O= 7.0%) for use as potential reference materials. One of the glasses is undoped to
check the purity of the starting reagents and to be used as a “blank”; the other two glasses
are doped with Ti-Y-Zr-Nb-Hf-Ta-La-Nd-Sm-Gd-Dy-Er-Yb-Lu ~1000 and ~200 ppm,
respectively, in order to make these glasses as versatile as possible for a wide range of
geological applications using different instrumental methods. These glasses were produced
using high purity reagents, to which the above oxides were added first at the ~1000 ppm
level. Then using a 5:1 dilution with the ~1000 ppm glass: to undoped glass, the ~200 ppm
glass was produced. The undoped glass is the same material that was used to make the ~200
ppm glass. The haploandesite glasses were synthesized in a Deltech MoSi2 glass-making box
furnace in a 25 mL platinum crucible by slowly heating the oxide and carbonate starting
materials from 600°C to 1150°C at 50°C/hour to allow for slow and complete decarbonation, and then ramped from 1150°C to 1450°C at 100°C/hour. The temperature
was monitored with a type-B thermocouple to be within +/- 5°C. Following an initial
fusion at 1450°C for four hours, each of the glasses were quenched in water and crushed to
a fine powder in an agate mortar and pestle. The glasses were then fused at 1450°C,
quenched, and crushed, three additional times to ensure homogeneity of the final glasses.

The Pt crucible and the agate mortar and pestle were cleaned in concentrated HF and then
HNO3 prior to the glass syntheses. These glasses will be thoroughly characterized using
solution ICPMS, ID-MC-ICPMS, LA-ICPMS, and EPMA, and then made available to the
geologic community. An important component of this study is that for the ID-MC-ICPMS
analyses, a mixed isotopic spike will be used to precisely and accurately determine the Zr, Hf,
Nb, Ta, Sm, Nd, and Lu compositions of all three glasses. Isotopic spikes are not available
for Ti, Y, La, Gd, Dy, Er, or Yb, however, so the absolute concentrations of those elements
in the glasses will be assessed independently. The homogeneity of these glasses will be
determined using the instrumental methods above. In addition to the three applications
listed previously, these glasses will also be potentially useful for calibration or quality control
in materials for which precise and accurate determinations of Hf, Nb, Ta, Sm, Nd, and Lu
concentrations are required. Approximately 8 grams of the ~1000 ppm glass, 8 grams of the
~200 ppm glass, and 2 grams of the undoped glass, will be available for distribution from
the first author (jhanchar@mun.ca; jhanchar@me.com).

Doping silica gel for the synthesis of trace element in quartz reference materials
W.O. Nachlas
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Recent developments in understanding the solubility of trace elements in quartz have introduced
a powerful geochemical tool for interpreting the formation of earth’s crust. Experimental
calibration of the thermobarometric dependence for titanium substitution in quartz provides a
method to calculate the pressure-temperature conditions of quartz crystallization [1, 2]. However,
the restricted concentration levels predicted for many geologic environments and the minute
spatial scale over which significant variations can exist require the use of advanced analytical
strategies that are capable of detecting concentrations in the ppm range from a small volume of
material. Central to these analytical capabilities are reference materials, on which instrumental
fine-tuning and data interpretation is reliant. Fabrication of these materials requires a doping
technique that produces intragrain compositional homogeneity and is sufficiently sensitive such
that composition can be carefully controlled. This study presents a readily accessible strategy for
the synthesis of trace element doped quartz that can be used to create laboratory reference
materials with a specified elemental composition and concentration level.
Silica gel is a porous, amorphous silica that is prepared from a sol-gel processing technique
through hydrolysis of silicic alkoxide precursors. The motivation behind the selection of silica
gel is largely threefold: (1) the silica gel surface is densely populated with silanol groups and
therefore has a high adsorptive capacity for the dopant species. Silanol groups have a strong
affinity for metallic ions, and by optimizing the chemical environment of doping synthesis for
the metal of interest, the ideal conditions can be determined for highest recovery onto silica gel.
(2) The nanoporous nature of silica gel exerts a strong capillary force that drives solute transfer
of the dopant throughout the grain interior. The nanoporosity of the selected silica gel (60 Å
pores) was chosen for its demonstrable strong capillary effect, which acts to mobilize and evenly
distribute the polar dopant molecule. (3) The thin silica walls that exist as a result of high
porosity act to minimize the effective diffusion distance across which the dopant must travel.
Based on measurements of silica gels with similar characteristics to those chosen for this
experiment, previous studies have calculated the thickness of silica gel walls to be on the order
of several to tens of silicon atoms [3], allowing ample opportunity for diffusive homogenization
under the conditions of these experiments [4]. These properties are unique to silica gel and
warrant its selection as an appropriate silica source for doping at trace concentration levels.
High purity silica gel was obtained commercially and rinsed in HCl for varying lengths of time
to remove impurities inherent to the sol-gel synthesis process. Removal of impurities prepares
the silica for acceptance of the dopant, whereby a functionalized silica gel surface is produced
through the formation of vacant silanol groups. The cleaned silica is then immersed in a doping
solvent, which acts as an inert medium to which the dopant will be added. Several largely nonpolar hydrocarbons were investigated as doping solvents; experiments were performed with
liquids possessing different size molecules (ethanol, heptane, hexadecane, squalane, de-ionized
water) to investigate the interaction of the solvent with silica nanopores.

A Ti-dopant was selected in the form of a plasma standard solution. Such a solution can be
obtained for an array of different elements at various concentration levels and is desirable
because it enables precise stoichiometric control through measurement with a micro pipette. One
of the most important variables in the doping procedure involves the pH conditions during
dopant introduction. The redox environment of the solution influences the hydroxylation of the
silica gel surface, as higher pH conditions favor more hydroxyl availability and greater silanol
site activation. However, when determining the ideal pH, the changing solubility of the Ti dopant
species in solution must also be considered. The initial Ti plasma standard solution is stable at
low pH; when the pH of the solution is adjusted to maximize silica surface hydroxylation, the Ti
dopant is no longer stable as a dissolved species and will precipitate. Precipitation of Ti must
ultimately occur for chelation of the dopant onto the silica surface, but must be controlled and
occur slowly enough to promote even distribution of the dopant and to avoid formation of a
separate Ti phase.
Based on considerations mentioned above, doping experiments were conducted at four different
pH values (7, 8, 9, 10) and at two concentration levels (300 and 3,000 ppm). The doped silica
was then calcined in a conventional furnace at high temperature (600-1100˚C) to drive off
volatiles and promote densification and crystallization prior to analysis. Additionally, the effect
of pressure on crystallinity was investigated, using a solid-medium deformation apparatus to
experimentally hot-press doped silica at high pressure (1.0 GPa) and temperature (900˚C).
Essential to evaluating the effectiveness of the doping strategy is the application of various
analytical techniques for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of Ti in synthetic quartz. This
study employs several imaging techniques (SEI, BSE, SEM-CL) to assess the chemical and
physical modifications imparted by various steps of the doping procedure (Figure 1). Doping
efficiency is measured using both in-situ (SIMS, EPMA) and bulk (ICP-OES, ICP-MS) chemical
analyses to quantify the concentration of different experimental products.
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Figure 1: SEI, BSE, and SEM-CL images of doped silica following calcination (left)
and SEI image of quartz crystal following hot-pressing (right).

A New Synthesis Method of Doped Hydroxyapatite for Reference Materials
Keith Savino, University of Rochester
Hydroxyapatite (HA, Ca 5 (PO 4 ) 3 OH) is a naturally occurring mineral that has been highly
studied due to its similar composition to bone. However, the composition of HA can vary due to
the ability of HA to be doped. Cations such as magnesium, iron, sodium, and strontium can
substitute for calcium, while carbonate often substitutes for phosphate, and fluorine and chlorine
can substitute for the hydroxyl group. Having an accurate composition analysis of
hydroxyapatite is of great importance since the properties of hydroxyapatite vary depending on
the composition. Our group has developed a unique method to deposit uniform HA crystals on a
metallic substrate with control over the type and amount of dopant. Our method entails first
depositing a seed layer of HA crystals on the metallic substrate using electrochemical deposition.
The seeded substrate then undergoes a hydrothermal growth where various ions can be
incorporated into the crystal lattice. The hydrothermal growth also produces a dense and thick
(10-30 µm) film of crystals. This method is therefore suitable to be used as a reference material
for various microanalytical techniques.

Challenges and Strategies for the Calibration of SIMS Geochemical
Analyses
M. Wiedenbeck*
Helmholtz Zentrum Potsdam, GFZ German Research Centre for Geosciences, 14473
Potsdam, Germany
Secondary ion mass spectrometry is one of the most sensitive tools available to the analytical
geochemist, being uniquely capable of providing low uncertainty concentration and isotopic
results on sample test portion masses at – or even well below – the 1 nanogram level. This
ability to characterize geomaterials in detail at such low sample masses can be a decisive
factor for determining whether or not a given analytical goal can be achieved. A second
aspect where SIMS provides a unique advantage over certain alternative analytical approaches
is the fact that, with relatively few exceptions, it can be applied to nearly the entire periodic
table. Particularly noteworthy is SIMS’ ability to analyze the isotopic composition of vital
elements (H, C, ± N, O and S) which can record key cycling pathways within the biosphere.
Despite its obvious advantages, SIMS has yet to become a mainstay method due one specific
challenge which has yet to be fully overcome; namely, secondary ion production is highly
influenced by the specific matrix being analyzed. This need for the calibration material to be
closely matched to the sample under investigation represents a severe limitation. The fact that
neither chemical nor isotopic reference materials exist which are certified for sub-nanogram
sample test portion masses means that metrologically rigorous SIMS analyses are difficult to
impossible in most instances. In fact, many SIMS-based studies have resorted to ion yield
calibrations based on poorly matched reference materials, meaning all results are subject to
poorly understood systematic offsets.
This paper describes a number of emerging strategies which offer hope for overcomes the
shortage of suitable reference materials. One approach is based on the use of ion implantation
technology, whereby a reference material produced with a known dose of the target element is
used to calibrate relative secondary ion yields. A second approach currently being explored
makes use of synthetic, amorphous materials which are closely matched to the major element
composition of the target material. Finally, this paper will discuss strategies which synthesize
data collected at both the bulk and microanalytical scales which lead to uncertainty budgets
applicable at the microanalytical scale.

The utility of synthetic minerals as in situ isotopic reference materials: an
assessment of hafnium- rare earth element (REE) doped synthetic zircons
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The mineral zircon (ZrSiO 4 ) is undoubtedly the most utilized accessory mineral
in geochemistry, owing to its occurrence in a wide range of igneous, metamorphic, and
sedimentary rocks, and its ability to retain reliable age, tracer isotope, and trace element
information, despite continued recyling through time. The robust nature of zircon,
however, results in complex zonation where different age and tracer isotope compositions
can exist in the same crystal. This often requires in situ microanalytical techniques to
unravel the history of zircon grains extracted from a single rock. Accurate determination
of the age of zircon in situ by U-Pb isotope systematics has been developed and refined
over the past three decades. In contrast, our ability to extract useful tracer isotope data,
using the Lu-Hf decay scheme, has only received serious attention in the past decade
since the development of MC-ICPMS instruments and is still in a state of development.
Early in situ work using SIMS on Lu-Hf in zircon did not proceed as originally hoped
because of the poor ionization efficiency of Hf using an O2- ion beam. The most serious
obstacle to producing reliable 176Hf/177Hf data in situ (typically by LA-MC-ICPMS) is
isobaric interference of 176Yb on 176Hf. Because zircon strongly partitions heavy rare
elements, Yb presents a ubiquitous and often large contribution (10%-25%) on the
relatively low abundance 176Hf isotope. Instrument calibration to accurately peak strip
this interference is often determined using Yb doped Hf solutions of known isotopic
composition and then verified using laser ablation analysis of natural zircons of known
isotopic composition. However, the availability of natural zircon standards with
homogeneous Hf isotopic composition and Yb/Hf content high enough to cover all
unknowns is decidedly lacking.
In order to address this problem we have synthesized a series of synthetic zircon
crystals doped to achieve a single Hf isotopic composition and wide range of Yb/Hf

contents. The results of a multi-laboratory study (using both solution and laser ablation
MC-ICPMS techniques) of the Hf oxide starting material and resulting synthetic zircon
crystals will be presented, along with an assessment of the reliability of the laser ablation
method. Unlike glasses, synthetic minerals of similar matrix provide a reference material
with similar ablation characteristics as the unknown. Therefore, we will also present
discussion of the process of mineral synthesis using a flux, and the design of application
specific mineral standards.

Fig. 1. Secondary electron image of rare earth element doped synthetic zircon crystals
produced as reference materials for in situ lutetium-hafnium isotopic analysis.

Fig. 2. Cathodoluminescence image of rare earth element doped synthetic zircon crystals

New Monazite Reference Material for Microanalysis
A. K. Kennedy* A. Möller**
*Department of Imaging and Applied Physics, Curtin University, Kent. St., Bentley,
6102, Western Australia, Australia. E-mail A.Kennedy@curtin.edu.au
**Department of Geology, University of Kansas, 1475 Jayhawk Blvd
120 Lindley Hall Lawrence, KS 66045-7613, USA. E-mail AMoller@KU.edu
The Sensitive High-mass Resolution Ion Microprobe (SHRIMP) allows
microanalysis, with a spatial resolution of 5-20 microns, of complexly zoned
monazite, thus providing critical constraints on fluid flow in ore deposits,
metamorphic P-T-t paths, craton-wide tectonic events, sediment diagenesis, and early
Earth atmospheric oxygenation and crustal evolution [1]. Combined geochronology
and trace element analysis of monazite provides temporal constraints on geochemical
processes [2]. Monazite SIMS U-Th-Pb isotope and trace element analysis are
comparative methods and the accuracy, reproducibility and precision of the results are
highly dependent on the quality of the Reference Material (RM) [3]. Similarly, RM
are essential for LA-ICP-MS and electron microprobe analysis and we are currently
characterizing additional monazite RM for the micro-analysis community.
Currently, with monazite U-Th-Pb microanalysis, good precision does not
guarantee accuracy, as there can be reproducibility issues that result from a number of
contributing factors:
(1) Matrix effects can be variable between analytical sessions and need to be
monitored in every session. For example, chemical and structural matrix effects
change measured SIMS ages by up to 30% in monazite with extreme composition or
structural damage. The measured SHRIMP U-Th-Pb age of monazite is affected by
the U, Th, Pb, Y, and REE abundances of the monazite [4].
(2) Instrumental Mass Fractionation of Pb isotopes can change measured 207Pb/206Pb
ages for monazite in both SIMS and LA-ICP-MS.
(3) In SIMS analysis an isobaric interference on 204Pb that is roughly correlated with
the Th content of the monazite makes a 204Pb based correction for common Pb
difficult [5]. LA-ICP-MS measurement of 204Pb can be compromised by Hg, and peak
backgrounds are an issue with the electron microprobe.
(4) There can be discordance between the different U-Pb radioactive decay systems in
monazite. Incorporation of 230Th during crystallization of monazite can produce
discordance between 206Pb - 238U and 207Pb - 235U ages and monazite is often reversely
discordant. This complication affects the data reduction procedures and common Pb
corrections, especially for low U and low Th monazite.
(5) The availability of well-characterized, high quality monazite RM is a communitywide issue. The less-than-ideal availability of RM means that different analytical
protocols are used in different labs, and by different analysts within a single lab, and,
a variety of different calibration schemes are in use.
Large faceted gems and crystals (Fig. 1) of monazite are readily available
through the WWW. Faceted gems have already been assessed for clarity, colour, and
size, and this is helpful, as monazite crystals usually exhibit alteration and contain
included minerals (Fig. 2), and many of the crystals we have examined are unusable
as RM. We are currently characterising monazite gems and crystals from Africa,
Madagascar, Norway, Australia, Brazil and the USA.
SHRIMP analysis shows that nine monazite are isotopically homogeneous,
with 95% conf. limits on mean ages of <1.0%, and ages between 100 and 1120 Ma.
Tera-Wasserburg Concordia diagrams for GM2 and MYIN (Fig. 3 & 4) are examples

of our SHRIMP data. There is Thermal Ionization Mass Spectrometry (TIMS) U-Pb
data on six monazites, VK1, GM2, GM3, IND, NORM and JUP, with 1500-6500 ppm
U, and 6-13% Th. A small amount of WDS electron microprobe data shows that VK1
and GM2 have good trace element homogeneity. Currently LA-ICP-MS data is being
collected on all of the monazite to assess trace element homogeneity. We are still
searching for a homogeneous low U (<1000 ppm), low Th (<1%) monazite RM and
RM with compositions along the Brabantite exchange vector.
Multiple monazite RM with a range of compositions, such as those considered
here, allow the development and testing of calibration schemes that account for matrix
effects. For the U-Pb radiogenic systems one (1D) and two dimensional (2D)
calibration methods using 206Pb+/238U16O+ and 238U16O2+/238U16O+ give very similar
results and uncertainties [4]. However, for the Th-Pb decay system there is a major
difference between 1D and 2D calibration methods. Our new, well-characterized RM,
will help with the goal of standardizing monazite microanalysis.
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FIG. 1 Monazite crystal
scale is in mm.

FIG. 2 Inclusions in
monazite. FOV is 0.1 mm.

FIG. 3 T.-W. Concordia
diagram for MYIN.

FIG. 4 T.-W. Concordia
diagram for GM2.

Element- and method-specific test for microhomogeneity of major and trace elements in
reference materials
Axel D. Renno*
* Helmholtz-Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology, Halsbrücker Straße 34, 09599 Freiberg,
Germany
Homogeneity is a relative property of a sample in relation to the measurement (analytical method),
the measurand (analyte), and the intended purpose, like the usage as a reference material (RM). The
verification of homogeneity is essential to define a RM as fit for purpose. As a result of the lack of
suitable RMs for microanalytical methods bulk RMs are used to calibrate the instruments, to
validate methods, to estimate uncertainty, and for internal quality control.
To proof the superiority of synthetic mineral phases over natural ones as RMs for microanalytical
methods we started to synthesize, different feldspars, pyrite and columbite/tantalite in the
framework of a research project founded by the European Union (ESF) and the Free State of
Saxony [1]. We hope that our attempt act as a trigger for forthcoming efforts in the production and
certification of such RMs. The usage of these synthetic minerals will not restricted to a single
analytical method, like electron probe microanalysis or LA-ICP-MS, non-destructive and
destructive.
The assessment of homogeneity is an integral part of the synthesis tests and of the following
certification. The test comprises several steps considering the relative character of
microhomogeneity. This specific feature requires that all such tests have to be adapted to the
specific analytical method, the specific element, and the type of microheterogeneity.
Five types of microheterogeneity were defined, based on the work of Malissa [2], Danzer [3],
Kempenaers et al. [4], and Inczédy [5].
•

random (stochastic) type

•

systematic type

•

nugget type

•

island type

•

periodic type.

A particular sampling strategy was defined for each type of microheterogeneity. The single
calculations consider the different element- and method dependent 'information values', by using
simulation software like CASINO, PENEPMA, SRIM or PyMCA.
The second step is the assessment of a critical mass in the sense of Danzer [6] and Kempenaers et
al. [4] for every element.

The last measure requires the specification of the minimal volume of the whole synthesized mineral
and the distance between sub-samples to be checked for microhomogeneity, following the
procedures described by Chayes [7] for classical modal analysis of rocks [8].
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Standardisation for natural and synthetic material analysis by LA- ICP-MS
Richard D. Ash Department of Geology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,
USA

Laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS) has been widely used for the
rapid, accurate and precise measurement of major, minor and trace element abundances in solid
materials. Isotope ratio measurements for chronological, kinetic and equilibrium fractionation
effects have also been made using this method. LA-ICP-MS has been widely applied to the
analysis of geological materials and, more recently, in the fields of material science, forensics,
biology, archaeology and environmental monitoring.
Typically a UV laser (213nm or 193nm being the preferred wavelengths) is used to ablate
material into a stream of He for transportation into an Ar ICP mass spectrometer. The size of
ablation spot depends upon the size of the sample available and the concentration of the element
of interest but is typically between 4 and 400 microns diameter.
The advantages of LA-ICP-MS include high sensitivity (low ppb detection limits for many trace
elements), efficient ionization for many elements difficult to ionize by other methods, and
relative robustness in terms of matrix effects. As with most in situ analytical methods there is
some fractionation related to the composition of the matrix being ablated, necessitating
standardization to compositionally similar materials, (i.e. metals compared to metals, silicates to
silicates etc.), but for accuracy and precision at the ca. 5% level this level of compositional
match is sufficient. However there are some applications where there are no suitable matrix
matched standards available.
Requirements for standards are the similar to other techniques: homogeneity at the scale of
analysis and to a degree that reflects requirement of the measurement, a concentration that is
high enough such that the analytical precision is not determined by the standard measurement
and a concentration that has been determined independently at sufficient accuracy and precision.
The Plasma Laboratory at the University of Maryland has numerous users from a variety of
disciplines, each with their own requirements in terms of material for analysis and elements of
interest. Apart from geological materials we also work with material scientists (supermagnetic
nanoparticles, platinum catalysts, palladium foils), biologists (cells, teeth, bones), archeologists
and curators (pottery, glazes, silver artifacts), forensic scientists (bullets, shell casings, pipe

bombs, nuclear materials). With such a variety of collaborations we have needed to develop in
house standards for some of these applications as they lie out of the application mainstream.
Isotope measurement for nuclear forensics: Nuclear forensics relates to the characterization of
nuclear materials of potential interest to terrorists for the construction or dissemination of a
nuclear device. The application of laser ablation methods to nuclear forensics is potentially
extremely valuable. The rapid measurement of 234U/235U/238U in samples collected from nuclear
processing plants, nefarious devices, or fallout would enable instantaneous fingerprinting of even
small (10s of micron) samples. However to do this requires standards with suitable uranium
contents and known isotopic compositions. At present there is a dearth of suitable laser ablation
standards. Either the materials are synthetic glasses, typically fabricated using depleted uranium
(e.g NIST 600 series –

238

U /235U =420), or are glasses made from natural materials with a

natural uranium abundance and isotopic composition (238U /235U =137.9). Although these are
useful an array of standards with a continuum of compositions, particularly with enriched isotope
compositions, would allow precise determination of unknowns.
We have produced a series of powdered, pelletised standards of varying isotopic ratios, ranging
from natural to depleted U abundances by the judicious mixing of a natural marine mud (USGS
MAG-1) with a SpexCertiprep depleted U standard solution (238U /235U =339). Appropriate
masses of MAG-1 (ca. 50mg) were weighed and mixed with 1mL of solution standard, which
had been diluted to a concentration that would give the required U isotope ratio. The mixture
was then ground in an agate pestle and mortar and dried in a vacuum oven. The resultant powder
was then compressed in a screw devise that produced a 5mm wide pellet. A series of such pellets
were produced with varying amounts of solution and MAG mud, leading to a range in U
abundance as well as U isotope ratio in the pellets.
The homogenous nature (less than 2% internal variation) of U isotope ratios and U abundances
of the pellet mixtures has been demonstrated by laser ablation ICP-MS analysis, and their
isotopic composition measured by solution ICP-MS. Using such pellets, made from enriched U
solution, would enable the rapid, precise and accurate determination of any U materials for
forensic analysis.
PGE trace element determination: We have also attempted to use a similar method of doping
MAG-1 with a PGE solution in order to make a silicate standard applicable to studies of silicatemetal PGE partitioning, which has previously relied upon the application of metallic standards

and bootstrapping the Pt and Au abundance of NIST610.

Initial results are encouraging,

producing a homogeneous solid material with a customized PGE abundance.
Biological materials: Trace element abundance determination in biological materials is often
difficult as few solid samples are available for in situ standardization. We have used a similar
method of preparation, starting with NIST leaf standards and doping with lithophile element
solutions, evaporating and then homogenizing by grinding and pelletising. Problems have arisen
due to the heterogeneous nature of the standards, but initial results are promising, with the
uniform absorption and ablation of standards giving reproducible trace element abundances.

Using LA-ICPMS for assessing consistency between published values for silicate glass
reference materials: Can we see beyond the matrix-related elemental fractionation.
Leonid Danyushevsky*, Jay Thompson*, Sarah Gilbert*
CODES, University of Tasmania, Private Bag 79, Hobart, TAS 7001, Australia
The rationale for the study is to compare values obtained for the RMs analysed against each
other using different types of laser ablation instruments and different models of quadrupole
ICP-MS. Recent advances in ablation cell designs, such as the development of constant
geometry cells [1], has allowed for a much smaller error of repeat analyses, thus allowing for
a more detailed assessment of the accuracy of the LA-ICPMS technique and the associated
matrix effects.
Eight silicate glass reference materials, GSD-1G, BCR-2G, and 6 MPI-DING glasses,
covering a range from ultramafic to basaltic to rhyolitic compositions, have been analysed for
48 elements by three different LA-ICPMS instruments at CODES. The instrumentation
includes an excimer 193 nm laser and two solid-state lasers with 213 nm and 193 nm laser
beams. Each laser microprobe is equipped with constant geometry ablation cells capable of
holding four one-inch diameter round samples. The cells are characterized by < 2% variations
in relative signal intensities. The same glass chip from each sample was used for all
measurement. On each instrument, every glass chip was analysed 5 times with a 100 micron
laser beam firing at 10 Hz. Quantification was performed following a standard procedure [2]
using Ca as the internal standard. Instrument drift was monitored and corrected for by
analyzing the calibration standard standard NIST 612 4 times every 40 minutes.
GSD-1G glass have been chosen a reference glass for comparing all RMs as it has a constant
level of concentrations of every element analysed. When all three instruments give a
consistent value for an element in an RM relative to GSD-1G, this is taken as an indication
that laser-induced matrix effects do not affect the results. In such a case, if the analysed value
for a specific RM does not match the published value, this is taken as an indication of the
lack of consistency between the published value for the RM and GSD-1. However, when
different instruments yield a different value relative to GSD-1G, this is taken to indicate
laser-specific matrix effects.
The results indicate that there are both a clear evidence for significant laser-induced matrix
effects even for reasonably similar RM compositions, and common inconsistency between
the published values for the investigated RMs.
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Spatial geochemistry to characterize reference materials
L.P. Bédard,* and A. Néron,*
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PBedard@uqac.ca
Microbeam reference materials (RM) are typically characterized without any information on
localization of analytical points. Many determinations are done with microbeam and/or bulk
analytical techniques but results are not referenced to their relative position within the sample. Some
level of heterogeneity is almost always present in RM, and generally the smaller the scale and lower
the concentration, the more important heterogeneities become. Hence magnitude, size,
concentration, diffuse, isolated, grouped or aligned (schlieren-like [1]) and relative location of
heterogeneities are important to characterize RM. Maps are easy to interpret for minerals with
features such as zoning but become more difficult for apparently homogeneous materials such as
RM. The lack of geochemical features in RM makes comparison between samples or aliquots nontrivial. Since RM are meant to be produced in large quantities, the exact location of heterogeneities
in each aliquot is not a practical goal but the relative position of heterogeneities is possible. Different
techniques to add spatial information to geochemistry have been developed such as Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and geostatistics but they are not always ideal for this particular
problem. Different data representations are explored in Néron and Bédard [2].
Mapping of trace elements is currently available with different instruments such as LA-ICPMS, XRF, EPMA, SIMS, etc. New chemical mapping capacities of laser ablation systems with the
relative low running cost and easy availability of the instrument makes it ideal. Although LA-ICPMS are destructive instruments their coupling with XRF allows better constraints on development
of data presentation. An application has been undertaken where nuggets of precious metals have
been effectively detected and quantified in pulverized RM using XRF. Sample preparation
(crushing, pulverization, homogenization and mass reduction) influence results in RM such that
WMS-1, which has been re-sampled and re-prepared (WMS-1a, [3]), shows much less nuggets. New
minimum analytical masses of RM are proposed using microbeam determinations.
Many RM glasses are known to be heterogeneous [1,4-5] at a certain level especially for
some trace elements which make them good samples to study heterogeneity. Preliminary results of
RM mapping of glasses show the heterogeneity of trace elements, such as platinum group elements
(PGE) in particular Pt, Pd, Ir and Rh. Different representations of heterogeneities for these glasses
will be presented, such as sample mass for representativity, a criteria for proximity to describe
distance between heterogeneities.
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Introduction to Quantitative Analysis by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
John Konopka, Thermo Fisher Scientific
This talk will explain how quantitative analysis is performed by SEM/EDS with
particular emphasis on the underlying assumptions about when the techniques can be
applied, what kind of sample preparation is required and why it is needed. The kinds of
samples which cannot be quantified will be identified. The differences between analysis
with and without standards will be covered. Finally, a tip for a hybrid technique in
between standardless analysis and analysis with standards will be presented.

Breaking the 1% Accuracy Barrier in EPMA
Nicholas W. M. Ritchie1
1

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 208990-8371 USA

The electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) community has for decades considered it best practice to
add error bars to each measurement of mass fraction. However, these error bars have historically
only represented the precision portion of the error budget [1]. The question of the accuracy of the
measurement depends on quantitative correction factors, so called Z⋅A⋅F or ϕ(ρ z) corrections.
These corrections take as input physical parameters which have poor characterized uncertainties. In
many cases, uncertainties in the model parameters are a major source of measurement inaccuracy. As
a result, the standard error bars while useful provide users of microanalytical measurements limited
insight into measurement accuracy.
As a community, we have through experience and physical intuition known for decades how to
minimize the influence of uncertainties in the quantitative correction factors. One technique is to
minimizing the effect of the absorption correction through minimizing the x-ray generation volume
by lowering the incident beam energy. Another method is to chose x-ray transitions for which
absorption is less significant so less correction is required. Yet another is to select standard materials
which are similar to the material being measured. Quantitative correction factors are then similar in
the standard and unknown and dependence on the physical parameters effectively cancels.
Experience microanalysts develop a sense of how to apply these rules-of-thumb to produce accurate
measurements. However, these are complex trade-offs that must be carefully balanced. Is it better to
use a more energetic transition with less absorption if use of this line also increases the excitation
volume? Is it better to use a less well characterized similar standard than a less similar standard that
is much better characterized. What is the optimal standard to use when a similar standard is not
available? How do we minimize the total error budget? How do we minimize the error budget for an
element of particular interest? These questions can be challenging for even the experienced analyst.
For the novice, they represent a real barrier to performing high quality measurements.
A large part of the challenge of estimating the accuracy of microanalytical measurements is a lack of
information. We don't have many good estimates of the uncertainties on many of the physical
parameters that go into our quantitative correction models. A second part of the challenge is that
many of our correction models are represented by complex analytical expressions. Regardless, the
extent to which we can make these rules-of-thumb into analytical expressions will go a long way to
improving the ability of both experts and novices to make accurate measurements.
The approach we have taken is similar to [1]. We have applied the ISO Guide to the expression of
uncertainty in measurement (ISO GUM) [2] to the Pouchou and Pichoir's simplified quantative
correction algorithm (the XPP model) [3]. We focus on the sources which typically represent the
largest correction factors – the absorption and the backscatter corrections.
While the assumed shape and parameterization of the ϕ(ρ z) curve no doubt contribute to the final
accuracy, we will focus on the influence of uncertainty in the mass absorption coefficient [μ /ρ] and
in the backscatter fraction, η . Mass absorption coefficients are particularly poorly characterized at
low energies (<2 keV) and close to x-ray absorption edges [4]. The backscatter coefficient is difficult
to measure with an accuracy better than about 1% [5].
The quantity we wish to optimize is the mass fraction, C unk ,

C unk =k C std

[ I std F std ]
[ I unk F unk ]

(1)

where k is the ratio of the measured intensities on the unknown and standard, C std is the mass
fraction in the standard, I std , I unk are the XPP correction factor and F std and F unk are the
secondary fluorescence correction factors. Each term in the right-hand side of this expression
contributes to uncertainty in C unk , u(C unk ) . Focusing on the uncertainty in the term I std / I unk due
to uncertainty in the mass absorption coefficients and applying the techniques outlined in ISO GUM,
we get
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Examination of equation (3) suggests that when I std is similar to I unk and ∂ I std /∂ [μ /ρ]z is similar
to ∂ I unk /∂[μ/ρ]z then the sensitivity to uncertainties in the elemental mass absorption coefficients
will be small. This is an analytical refinement of the common rule-of-thumb to select a standard
materials with a similar absorption correction to the unknown.
In summary, by applying ISO GUM to the XPP model, we have developed an analytical expression
which can be applied to an estimated composition of the unknown and a database of standards
materials to optimize the choice of standard, the incident beam energy, the selection of x-ray
transition and to make a good choice of probe dose. Using this expression, we believe it is possible
for both novice and expert to design measurements with expectations of improved accuracy and to
provide users of microanalytical measurements a better estimate of the accuracy of these
measurements.
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Complexities of Using Natural Minerals as Standard Reference
Materials: Personal Experiences from a Geological Microprobe Lab
John H. Fournelle*
* Cameron EPMA Lab, Dept. of Geoscience, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706
In the 1970s Gene Jarosewich and colleagues at the Smithsonian National Museum of
Natural History (NMNH) Department of Mineral Sciences performed the invaluable
service to the microanalytical community by culling their mineral and rock collections for
possible minerals and glasses to be used as electron probe microanalytical standards.
These materials have been widely distributed worldwide and are widely cited. [1]
Over the past several years, several researchers have presented some detailed evaluations
of some of these standards created by Mother Nature: Rose [2] pointed out that 12 of the
original materials had impurities; Vicenzi and Rose [3] described heterogeneities in the
very widely used Kakanui Hornblende; Rose [4] pointed out rather severe issues with
Rockport Fayalite; and Fournelle [5] described a project evaluating both NMNH San
Carlos Olivine as well as commercial material of the same name.
I became a bit concerned several years ago when I was assisting a postdoc with EPMA of
olivine samples that were going to be ion probed for oxygen isotopes. At the WiscSIMS ,
these samples must have the appropriate standards mounted in the center of each mount,
surrounded by unknowns within a 1 cm diameter. Dead center were mounted 3 “San
Carlos olivines”. I analyzed them as unknowns, and found their compositions (1 was
Fo89.2; 2 were Fo91.1) did not match that of the NMNH San Carlos (Fo90.1)! I asked
the SIMS lab director about the crystals, and found that a researcher in Japan years ago
had acquired large crystals of “San Carlos olivine” from some source (not NMNH), and
had evaluated them for their oxygen isotope composition, found them to be very
homogeneous, and had then adopted them as an oxygen isotope standard for olivines.
Within 6 months, another researcher (lunar simulant project) brought me thirty-six 1 cmsize crystals of “San Carlos olivine” purchased from mineral dealer. I performed 1566
spot analyses (30-40 points per crystal) and found a range of compositions from Fo90.5
to Fo91.4 was found (average Fo91.1 ±0.3). This immediately made me wonder, what
might be the range of variability in the NMNH San Carlos olivine standard.
I acquired 2 small vials of the NMNH111312/44 material from the Smithsonian. To me,
the clearest way to visualize variability is take the average x-ray count of a large number
of points (representing the wet chemical analysis), and compare the lowest and highest
counts, to represent the widest possible variant. The results were: Si ranged from 0.947 to
1.017 (5% max difference), Mg 0.969 to 1.043 (4% max) and Fe 0.946 to 1.055 (6%
max). The good news is that 82% of the analyses fell within the Fo90.1 (±0.2) window.
Jump forward: November 2011, I get an inquiry from a student in another university who
is having problems with EPMA results on the pyroxenes from his experimental runs in

his probe lab: good stoichiometry (3.99-4.01) but totals >101 wt%. He is using natural
mineral standards (Johnstown hypersthene, Kakanui augite, Harvard enstatite). I
volunteer to try my best with his samples; I repolish and recoat them, and use my mineral
standards. With Probe for EPMA software, I have the ability to acquire many different
standards and then, using one set of unknown counts, apply various standards. I used all
the NMNH standards that were appropriate (pyroxenes, olivines, hornblende) as well as
others I had, and came up with rather wide range of output compositions--for one opx
core. For MgO, with 9 different standards, values range from 27.56 to 29.11 (mean
~28.25 wt%); and for SiO2, with 11 different standards, they range from 52.26 to 54.08
(mean ~53.25 wt%). With these, I found totals generally low, but stoichiometries high.
I then acquired counts on NBS/NIST K412 glass. When I plugged that into the software,
the improvement was significant, and the MgO and SiO2 compositions were pretty much
in the center of the histogram. So why would the K412 glass work better? It was
synthesized explicitly to be homogeneous and tested to verify that.
Conclusions: (1) Crystals of "San Carlos olivine" available from mineral dealers cannot
be assumed to be of the same composition as NMNH 111312/444. (2) There is a small
but not unreasonable probability that users who assume that any one grain of NMNH
Carlos olivine is exactly the published composition could be making an error of ~5% in
the measured K-ratio for Mg, Si or Fe. Probers need to heed the solid advice of Gene
Jarosewich, to acquire "a reasonably large number of counts on a reasonably large
number of grains" [1]. (3) Use well characterized synthetic glasses that (hopefully) are
similar in composition to the unknown. Make more! (4) It is a beneficial operating
procedure for an EPMA lab to run several standards for each element where possible, and
then compare the results for consistency. (5) Periodic use of applications such as
"Evaluate" (Probe for EPMA software) provides one way to cross-check all standards and
determine whether some grains of well known standards may not be exactly the
published values and either should not be used, or should have their stated compositions
modified. Just because a chemical composition has been determined for a group of
grains, doesn’t mean it is necessarily the ultimate composition of your solitary grain.
QC Proposal: That a probe mount of at least 25 grains of NMNH 111312/444 San Carlos
olivine be made available to any EPMA lab for a short period of time, to run as a primary
standard, to compare one's own few grains with and decide whether or not those grains'
composition are of the exact composition being used, or whether small modifications
might be justified. Then if this works, expand to other heavily utilized NMNH standards.
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Heterogeneity of the Kakanui hornblende standard at the University of Texas at
Austin
Donggao Zhao*
* Department of Geological Sciences, Jackson School of Geosciences, The University of Texas at
Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA
The hornblende xenocrysts from the Kakanui breccia, New Zealand was first described and analyzed
by Mason [1] and then reanalyzed by Jarosewich [2]. The chemical composition of the mineral from
wet chemistry provided by Jarosewich was routinely used as standards in subsequent electron
microprobe analysis (EMPA) for glasses, amphibole, mica, etc. However, discrepancies between
the wet chemistry and EMPA analysis [3, 4, 5] and sub-micron scale heterogeneity caused by
inclusions [6] of the Kakanui hornblende have been reported.
To further examine its homogeneity or heterogeneity, the Kakanui hornblende standard at the
University of Texas at Austin were analyzed using a JEOL JXA-8200 electron microprobe equipped
with 5 wavelength dispersive spectrometers. Operating conditions were 40 degrees takeoff angle, 15
keV beam energy and 10 nA beam current. Elements were acquired using analyzing crystals LiFH
for Mn K and Fe K, LiF for Ti K, PETH for Ca K and K K, and TAP for Mg K, Si K, Al
K and Na K. The standards were synthetic anorthite An100 glass for Al K and Ca K, PSU
orthoclase for Si K and K K, synthetic fayalite for Fe K, Amelia albite for Na K, Nuevo garnet
for Mn K, ilmenite for Ti K, and synthetic enstatite (En100-T82 made by Carlson) for Mg K.
The counting time was 30 seconds on peak and 15 seconds off peak for all elements. A total of six
profiles were analyzed and their locations on the standard are shown in Figure 1. The impacts of the
beam bombardment are clearly seen in Figure 1. To test the effect of beam damage on the Kakanui
hornblende standard due to the repeated bombardments at the same spots, both profiles 1 and 2 were
analyzed for four times at the same locations, first at beam diameter 10 m and then at 5, 2 and 0
m, respectively. The intensity data of profile 2 was corrected for time dependent intensity (TDI)
loss or gain using a self calibrated correction for Na K, Al K, K K, Mn K, and Ti K. Profile
1 was not corrected with TDI. Profiles 3 to 6 were only analyzed at a beam diameter of 5 m.
Analytical results from profile 1 show that, with the beam size reduced from 10 to 5 to 2 to 0 m,
the degree of heterogeneity increases, indicating the existence of micron or sub-micron scale
inclusions. In addition, averages of oxide totals decrease when the beam size reduced from 10 to 5
to 2 to 0 m, which may be due to repeated bombardments and/or beam damage. As a large electron
beam size is typically used in analysis of hydrous or Na- and K-bearing phases, heterogeneity of
standards or unknown samples may be concealed although the oxide totals at large beam sizes may
look close to the published data. The oxide totals of the Kakanui hornblende analysis depend on
selection of analytical conditions, especially the beam size. Results from profile 2 with TDI
correction show relatively constant oxide totals at different beam sizes, suggesting that, a TDI
correction, such as one provided by the Probe For EPMA software, should always be used no matter
what beam size is used. Electron microprobe analysis requires well characterized homogeneous
standards in order to obtain reliable results. In view of its heterogeneity, the Kakanui hornblende
may not be a suitable primary standard for elements such as Na, Ca, Mg and Fe. Complete

compositional characterization of sub-micron scale inclusions or heterogeneity of the Kakanui
hornblende requires nano-scale techniques, such as STEM EDS, EELS and HAADF.
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Figure 1. Secondary electron image of the Kakanui hornblende crystal at UT Austin. Horizontal field width
= 390 m.

Mineral Reference Standards and Quantitative Electron-Probe Microanalysis
P. K. Carpenter* and E.P. Vicenzi**
*Earth and Planetary Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130, USA
**Museum Conservation Institute, Suitland, MD 20746
Electron-probe microanalysis (EPMA) is central to routine characterization of terrestrial and planetary
mineral samples, and depends fundamentally on primary calibration standards and verification of accuracy by
analysis of secondary standards. EPMA standards should be homogeneous on the micron scale, well
characterized, widely available to international laboratories, not beam-sensitive, and (especially for light
element analysis) similar in composition to typical samples in order to minimize reliance on correction
algorithms. Many standards fail to satisfy all of these criteria. Recent studies have addressed the issue of
internal consistency of microanalysis standards and their role in confirming spectrometer alignment and
instrumental calibration as well as agreeing with calculated k-ratios using correction algorithms and mass
absorption coefficient data sets [1].
Widespread use of the Smithsonian Microbeam Standards (SMS), characterized by Eugene Jarosewich and
others, provides for international consistency for laboratories [2]. The SMS were analyzed by classical wet
chemistry and EPMA measurements were made to establish homogeneity via the sigma ratio (ratio of actual
standard deviation of measured counts to that predicted from counting statistics), and an additional study
evaluated interlaboratory accuracy of EPMA [3]. The SMS are purified separates of natural minerals and
glasses, derived from a parent sample. Some include contaminant phases in the mineral separate used for wet
chemical bulk analysis (e.g., Rockport Fayalite), and some exhibit varying degrees of intragrain and/or
intergrain heterogeneity.
Kakanui hornblende (KH) is an especially important EPMA standard as it can be used as both a primary and
secondary calibration reference for routine analysis of minerals. Every microprobe run at Washington
University includes KH as a secondary standard and thus provides an important component of short and longterm quality control. Inspection using backscattered-electron (BSE) imaging reveals that KH contains submicron and larger inclusions (e.g., titanomagnetite, glass), and also wispy features that apparently represent
subgrain boundaries. The sub-micron inclusions are pervasive but variable in number, and warrant the use of
a defocused beam during analysis. We report here ongoing studies that have utilized a grain mount of KH for
a comparison of intragrain and intergrain homogeneity [4]. A primary calibration was performed and analyses
using a 15 micron beam were obtained on 42 individual grains (n=3 on each grain), a grid of ~250 points on
two selected grains, one exhibiting minimal inclusion density and a second exhibiting significant sub-micron
and larger inclusions, and finally sampling of titanomagnetite, glass, and wispy areas with a focused beam to
identify end-member compositions.
Representative BSE images are shown for these grains (Fig. 1) and a summary of the analyses is presented
(Table 1). The use of a 15 micron beam results in both per-grain and cumulative averages that are in
remarkable agreement with the bulk wet chemistry data for KH. If a fully focused beam were used, one in
principle would observe analyses skewed to the sampled end-members of KH, titanomagnetite, and glass. For
a 0.5 micron inclusion this represents a 0.44% contribution to the analysis using a 15 micron beam, but if a 1
micron beam is used the inclusion would represent 25% of the sampled area. The simple use of a defocused
beam can therefore provide adequate sampling and minimizes the effect of sub-micron inclusions; the larger
inclusions and wispy areas can be avoided by judicious BSE imaging. Further sampling issues will be
discussed regarding the number of sampled points and their effect on analytical averages and quantitative
heterogeneity calculations.
The EPMA calibration procedure requires that the sampled x-ray intensities represent the accepted
composition of the standard. For materials with grain contamination or variable grain chemistry this requires

an informed approach to sampling. Standards which exhibit beam sensitivity (e.g., albite, quartz, and apatite)
also require the use of a defocused beam and/or reduced probe current. In our experience the use of a
defocused beam should be routine with a reduction in beam diameter as necessary during analysis of samples.
Lack of attention to these aspects of sampling is a significant source of error in EPMA.
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Figure 1 Backscattered-electron images acquired on Kakanui hornblende polished grain mount. Left, typical grain
morphology (172x) with no apparent heterogeneity. Center, heterogeneous grain exhibiting large titanomagnetite
inclusion (and wispy BSE zones at higher contrast, 490x). Right, pervasive sub-micron inclusions of titanomagnetite and
glass (17000x).
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Wet chemistry data of Jarosewich et al. 1980 for Kakanui hornblende
EPMA data: 15kV, 25nA, Probe for EPMA. Primary standards: Amelia albite (Na, Si), Synthetic forsterite (Mg), Great Sitkin anorthite
(Al), Madagascar orthoclase (K), Gates wollastonite (Ca), Synthetic TiO2 (Ti), Elba hematite (Fe). Armstrong Φ(ρz), Henke/Citzaf
macs. Backgrounds determined using MAN. All analyses include 0.1 wt% H. Concentrations for Mn not listed.

Table 1 Kakanui hornblende analytical data. EPMA average data are listed with number of measurements. Comparisons
are for 42 individual grains with n = 3 per grain, single “clean” grain with 264 grid points, heterogeneous grain with 243
grid points, dark BSE hornblende, intermediate BSE hornblende, glass inclusions, and titanomagnetite inclusions.

Lunar volatiles determined by Electron Microprobe: Lunar cordierite and
apatite - compositions, volatile contents and implications on their origin.
J. Gross* and A. H. Treiman**
* American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th St., NY NY 10024.
** Lunar and Planetary Institute, 3600 Bay Area Blvd., Houston TX 77058
Recent evidence of OH in lunar magmas [1] and of S-rich fluids in the highlands crust [2]
imply that volatiles have had significant roles in lunar petrogenesis. Cordierite,
(Mg,Fe)2Al4Si5O8[], and apatite, Ca10(PO4)6(OH, F, Cl)2, have huge potentials for explicating
the petrology and volatiles of the lunar crust. Cordierite can contain significant volatiles like
CO2 and H2O in the channels in its crystal structure, whereas lunar apatite can imply fluids,
rich in P, F and OH.
Lunar cordierite is stable at low pressures (< 0.3 GPa) in Al-rich rocks [3] and known
in two clasts in lunar breccias: 15295 [4] and 72435 [5]. We reinvestigated Apollo sample
15295 for the volatile content of its cordierite. Careful EMP analyses however, shows that the
cordierite contains no detectable volatile load. The bulk composition and textures of the
sample are consistent with it being a partial melt of a spinel-rich cumulate, such as might have
been generated in a significant impact event [3].
In lunar granulite 79215, fluor-apatites are abundant. Thus, granulite 79215 is
significantly enriched in P, F, and Cl compared to other lunar materials. Texturally, the apatite
grains are concentrated in curvilinear traces (Figure 1), suggesting fluid that penetrated the
rock along cracks. The apatite-forming fluid was not KREEPy; 79215 has K/Sm > KREEP
and P/Sm >> KREEP [3]. It seems most reasonable that the apatite was deposited from an
aqueous fluid or a dense vapor. Of other elements, only K and possibly Na are enriched in
79215, so the fluid could not have carried much REE or other igneous incompatible elements.
Thus, the fluid was likely not silicate magma. In any case, this represents a previously
unrecognized lunar fluid, which could have significant implications for the distribution and
redistribution of volatile constituents in the lunar crust.
Analytical Methods: Cordierite: BSE imagery and chemical analyses were obtained
using the SX-100 microprobes at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) and at
NASA, Johnson Space Center (JSC). 15 kV, 10-20 nA, and well characterized natural and
synthetic standards were used for major and minor elements. At the AMNH, oxygen was
analyzed directly (O Kα) [6].
Apatite was analyzed at AMNH by the method of [7], in which F, Cl and Na are
analyzed at low accelerating potential (10keV) on grains that have never seen high-voltage
electrons (i.e., BSE imaged). MgF2, scapolite and boracite were used as F and Cl standards.
We obtained 44 analyses on five apatite grains of varied orientations; the only prior analysis
[8] gave only Ca, P, and F (at ~1/2 that in our analyses). All our analyses are identical within
1σ uncertainties (Fig. 2), which shows that the method is reproducible and unaffected by grain
orientation. Based on its Ce2O3 abundance, apatite must contain nearly all the rock’s REE.
The apatites’ halogens are dominated by F (F/Cl ≈ 10); molar OH/(OH+F+Cl) is no greater
than 2%.
References: [1] Saal A. et al. (2008) Nature 454, 192-195. [2] Shearer C.K. et al. (2011)
Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta, in press; [3] Treiman A.H. and Gross J. (2012) 43th LPSC #1223;
[4] Marvin U.B. et al. (1989) Science 243, 925-928.; [5] Dymek et al (1976) Lunar and
Planetary Science Conference, vol 7, p. 22; [6] Rigby M. et al (2008) South African Journal
of Geology, 111, 239-250; [7] Goldoff B. & Webster J. (2012) in review; [8] Bickel C.E. et al.
(1976) Proc. 7th Lunar Sci. Conf. 1793-1819.

Fig. 1: False-color EDS element map of a thin section of 79215; green=P, blue=Ca, red=Fe. Apatite is cyan;
plagioclase is blue, olivine is red, opx is dark.

Fig. 2. Averages and 1⌠ variances for F and Cl analyses on five apatite grains, of random orientations.

Synthesis and Characterization of Five New Fluorine-bearing Basalt Reference Materials (Fba
Glasses) and Their Use in Quantifying the Fluorine Content of the Basaltic Glass Standards BCR2G, BHVO-2G, GSA-1G, GSC-1G, GSD-1G, GSE-1G, ML3B-G, KL2-G, and ALV-519-4
S N. Guggino*
*School of Earth & Space Exploration, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1404
Fluorine (F) is a volatile constituent of magmas and hydrous minerals. Microanalytical techniques
including secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) have detected trace amounts of F in nominally
anhydrous minerals such as olivine and clinopyroxene. However, SIMS analysis of volatile elements must
overcome the influence of matrix effects on the SIMS ion yield, necessitating the use of reference
materials (RMs) that are closely matrix-matched to the unknown samples undergoing analysis. There are
few well-established F concentration values for the glass RMs used in microanalytical laboratories,
particularly those of low silica, basaltic composition. In this study, we synthesized five basalt glasses
doped with variable amounts of F (Fba glasses) to serve as new microanalytical glass standards for the
analysis of F in a low-silica, iron-rich matrix. We then used the new Fba glasses to determine the F
content of nine commonly used microanalytical glass standards of basaltic composition.
A natural tholeiite from the East Pacific Rise was powdered and mixed with variable weights of powder
CaF 2 to create five glasses with distinct concentrations of F. The powder mixtures were individually
placed in a Pt crucible and fused in a Deltech Model DT-31 controlled-atmosphere furnace at a fusing
temperature of 1470°C for 30 minutes at fO 2 = NNO, then quenched in distilled water. Five glasses were
synthesized, labeled Fba-1 – Fba-5. Portions of each Fba glass were studied by EPMA and SIMS to
characterize their F content. EPMA used Biotite-3 (Bt-3: 3.3 wt.% F) and synthetic fluor-phlogopite (Fphlog: 9.02 wt.% F) as F calibration standards. Wavelength scans of the F Kα line on Bt-3 and F-phlog
showed a slight peak shift and a pronounced satellite peak on the low wavelength side of each spectrum,
necessitating the use of peak-integration analysis of the Kα signal. Comparing EPMA results between
analyses performed with the Bt-3 and F-phlog standards showed < 6% difference in the F content of each
Fba glass, demonstrating that the peak-integration method is standard independent. The average F
concentrations of the Fba glasses via EPMA are as follows (see Table 1; Fig. 1): Fba-1: 0.13 ± 0.05 wt.%;
Fba-2: 0.53 ± 0.11 wt.%; Fba-3: 0.87 ± 0.10 wt.%; Fba-4: 1.41 ± 0.11 wt.%; Fba-5: 2.24 ± 0.12 wt.%.
SIMS analysis was performed on a Cameca ims 6f using a primary beam of 16O- ions obtained from a
duoplasmatron at -12.5 kV and focused to a diameter of 20-30 µm on the sample held at -5 kV. The mass
resolving power (∆M/M ~2500) was sufficient to separate 19F- from 18OH-. Using an operating current of
3.5 nA, negative secondary ion intensities of 18O-, 19F-, and 28Si- (0 ± 60 eV excess kinetic energy) were
recorded. SIMS results are displayed as 19F/18O ratios (See Table 1, Fig. 1 for SIMS results). The
sensitivity of the SIMS analysis was determined for Fba-5 and was calculated to be 4.6±0.5
counts/second/F (ppm)/nA O- (operating current). Homogeneity of the Fba glasses was established by
both SIMS and EPMA. Glasses labeled Fba-2, -3, -4, and -5 pass statistical tests for homogeneity and

may be used as EPMA and SIMS standards. A SIMS calibration curve was constructed using the Fba
glasses and Bt-3 (Fig. 1), and this curve was used to determine the F contents of the following nine
commonly used basaltic glass standards (SIMS calibration factor = 96.7): BCR-2G: 320 ± 11 ppm; BHVO2G: 295 ± 10 ppm; GSA-1G: 7 ± 1 ppm; GSC-1G: 9 ± 1 ppm; GSD-1G: 18 ± 1 ppm; GSE-1G: 153 ± 5
ppm; ML3B-G: 47 ± 2 ppm; KL2-G: 81 ± 3 ppm; ALV-519-4: 76 ± 3 ppm (See Table 2).
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Secondary standards and sodium-loss: results from a large interlaboratory comparison using
four natural volcanic glasses.
S.C. Kuehn
Department of Physical Science, Concord University, PO Box 1000, CB #F20, Athens, WV 247121000, USA
Routine analysis of well-characterized secondary standards provides essential quality control for any
analytical method. Recently, the international tephrochronology community conducted a large
intercomparison of electron-beam microanalytical data using four natural glasses as secondary
standards [1]. E-beam data were submitted from 27 instruments at 24 institutions in 9 nations.
Additional comparative data from three bulk techniques and two other microanalytical techniques
were also compiled where available. Forty-three individual scientists contributed. (See reference [1]
for a complete list of contributors.) This project was motivated by (1) the desire to assess the quality
of data currently being produced and (2) to stimulate improvements in analytical protocols,
improvements in data reporting practices, and increased use of secondary standards.
Tephrochronology is an important technique for correlation and dating in the Earth sciences. It is
based primarily upon the chemical fingerprinting of the glass fraction of widely-dispersed volcanic
ashes. Most commonly, electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and scanning electron microscopy
with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) are used [2, 3]. As compositional
differences between glasses from individual volcanic eruptions can sometimes be subtle, high levels
of analytical precision and accuracy (including both inter-laboratory reproducibility and multisession to multi-year intra-laboratory reproducibility) are required for reliable identification.
Because the analytical target is Na-bearing silicate glass, one key challenge is alkali element
migration (AEM) or “sodium-loss.” AEM appears as an approximately exponential and irreversible
decline in Na X-ray count rates with time during exposure to the electron beam [4, 5, 6]. As the Na
count rate declines, Si and Al X-ray count rates increase to a lesser degree (Fig 1). The rate of
change is strongly affected by both analytical conditions and sample composition.
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FIG. 1. Relative X-ray count rates with time. Acquired in 2 s intervals using 15 kv, 10nA current,
and 10µm diameter defocused beam.
All participating laboratories were supplied a mount containing four glasses selected to cover a range
of compositions and to therefore exhibit different rates of AEM (Fig. 1). The samples are: (1)
rhyolitic Lipari obsidian ID3506 [7], (2) phonolitic Sheep Track tephra, (3) basaltic Laki 1783 A.D.

tephra, and (4) hydrated, rhyolitic Old Crow tephra. Most laboratories submitted extensive
procedural details in addition to their analytical results. Most used some combination of defocused
or rastered beam, modest current, and limited Na analysis time to reduce AEM. Two explicitly
measured and corrected for time-varying X-ray intensities. Based on the abundant microanalytical
data, XRF and ICP-AES analyses, and other published data (see [1] for details), recommended
compositions have been developed (Table 1). These are based primarily on the median values
computed after the removal of outliers.
Despite substantial variety in procedures and calibration standards, mean oxide abundances
generally compared favorably between e-beam labs and with other reference data. The major
exception is Na2O in the phonolitic glass. Only one-half of the data sets had mean values within 1σ
of the 8.2 wt% Na2O abundance obtained by XRF and ICP-AES analyses of high-purity glass
separates and by the most careful e-beam laboratories. In addition, SiO2 abundances, averaged about
1 wt% higher in the e-beam results as compared to bulk methods, and using the e-beam SiO2
abundances together with the consensus abundances for the other components produced analytical
totals consistently in excess of 100% for the Lipari, Sheep Track, and Old Crow samples.
Samples of Lipari obsidian ID3506 may be obtained from the Harvard Mineralogical Museum.
Small quantities of the Mt. Edziza Sheep Track tephra may be obtained from S. Kuehn. Samples of
Old Crow tephra may be obtained from D. Froese.
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TABLE 1. Recommended compositions for the four reference glasses (Kuehn et al., 2011).
SiO2 TiO2 ZrO2 Al2O3 FeOT BaO MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5
Lipari obsidian
Recommended
Uncertainty
Value type

Cl

F

Other OH,
SO2 Trace H2O

74.1 0.074 0.024 13.1 1.55 0.002 0.065 0.041 0.73 4.07 5.11 0.010 0.34 0.15 0.007
1.4 0.020 0.016 0.5 0.05 0.006 0.031 0.022 0.06 0.22 0.27 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.026
R
R
I
R
R
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
I

Edziza Sheep Track tephra
Recommended 61.6 0.236 0.152 17.6 4.55 0.004 0.134 0.124 1.09 8.19 5.34 0.038 0.21 0.21 0.02
Uncertainty
1.4 0.025 0.035 0.7 0.28 0.005 0.027 0.025 0.12 0.2 0.2 0.027 0.03 0.05 0.02
Value type
R
R
I
R
R
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
I
I
Laki 1783 tephra
Recommended 49.7 3.08
Uncertainty
1.4 0.22
Value type
I
I

0.098
0.012
I

0.65 100.03
0.15
I

0.118

0.60 100.05

I

13.0 14.1 0.046 0.231 5.39 9.70 2.85 0.46 0.345 0.019 0.11 0.09
0.5 0.6 0.042 0.101 0.25 0.38 0.25 0.04 0.053 0.011 0.15 0.09
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Old Crow tephra
Recommended 72.1 0.297 0.033 12.5 1.62 0.107 0.052 0.275 1.43 3.66 3.56 0.036 0.27 0.19 0.012
Uncertainty
1.7 0.054 0.007 0.3 0.12 0.024 0.015 0.022 0.05 0.38 0.28 0.018 0.05 0.17
Value type
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
I
I
I

Sum

I
99.09
0.02

0.061
I

3.9
I

FeOT is total Fe as FeO; Sum adjusted for Cl, F = O; Uncertainty at 95% confidence (σ * t); R, reference value; I, information value

99.96
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Abstract: A new basaltic glass reference material for microanalytical techniques has been
developed by doping a natural basaltic glass. This glass was produced for a round robin
for the SEM/EDS, electron probe analysis (EPMA), laser ablation inductively coupled mass
spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) communities.
The glass lacks major chemical variation and is free of crystalline inclusions by observation of backscattered electron (BSE) images. In addition, EPMA show the major elements
(Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, and K) to be homogeneous at the one percent precision level using a 20 m beam diameter. In addition, laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) results show most trace elements (<2000 ppm to 5 ppm) are within
five percent relative standard deviation.
Introduction: A new generation of microanalytical reference materials is needed to meet
the demand for higher spatial resolution and higher sensitivity analyses performed with
multiple techniques such as EPMA, LA-ICP-MS, and SIMS. A new basaltic glass RM has
been developed by doping a natural basalt with 25 additional elements. Some elements
were added at levels suitable for EPMA (> 1000 ppm) while others were added at levels
suitable for SIMS (< 100 PPM). Several iterations were necessary to achieve a homogeneous glass that was free of crystalline inclusions. Initial characterization of the glass is
complete and it is ready for distribution as a round robin material.
Methods: EPMA data were collected at 15 keV and 20 nA (cup) current with a 20 m
beam diameter. Using these conditions, volatile corrections for Na and K were unnecessary. The following silicate mineral standards and crystals were used; Tiburon albite
(Na:TAP, Si:TAP), an in house orthoclase (K:PET), Miyake anorthite (Ca:PET, Al:TAP),
Springwater forsterite (Mg:TAP), synthetic rutile (Ti:LiF), synthetic fayalite (Fe:LiF), synthetic spessartine (Mn:LiF), and synthetic nickel olivine (Ni:LiF) . A grid of data points,
containing 30 to 100 points depending on area of glass exposed, was collected on 9 glass
chips. The level of homogeneity as a percent of the concentration of each element was
calculated with the Probe for EPMA software package [3] using the following equation from
Goldstein et al. [4]:

(t n11 ) S C (100)
W1


C
n1 / 2 N avg

(1)

where C is the actual concentration of the element in weight percent of the sample, t n11 is
the Student t for a 1- confidence and n-1 degrees of freedom, n is the number of data
points acquired, S C is the standard deviation of the measured values (count intensity), and
N avg is the average number of counts on the unknown.
LA-ICP-MS analyses were conducted on 13 different glass chips. For two of the chips,
analyses in rectangular grids of 100 and 120 spots were conducted. Random analyses
were made across the remaining 11 grains. LA-ICP-MS analyses were conducted using a
193 nm excimer laser ablation system coupled to a quadrupole ICP-MS. A spot size of 85

µm was used for the LA testing. The energy density was 5 J/cm2, and the ablated material
was transported to the ICP-MS in a stream of He (combined flow of 1.0 L/min). Ablation
occurred in a 2-volume ablation chamber that is optimized for fast washout allowing microinclusions to be easily resolved based on chemical differences. Instrument response was
calibrated using the USGS synthetic basalts GSE-1G and GSD-1G as well as the natural
basalts NKT-1G and TB-1G. Concentrations were calculated using the equations of
Longerich et al. [5].
Results and Conclusions: The WTB-2Ga glass appears to be free of mineral inclusions
and is homogeneous for major elements (Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na, and K) at the 1% precision level for electron microprobe analyses. Examination by LA-ICP-MS determined that
intergrain and intragrain variations standard deviations were less than 5-10 % relative.
As new directions in microanalytical techniques continue to develop, the need will increase
for homogeneous reference materials with a wide range of matrices and elemental and
isotopic concentrations. The development of reference materials such as this glass intended for several techniques (EPMA, SIMS, LA-ICP-MS, and others), coupled with round
robin testing provides better certainty of results for microanalysis.
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Fig. 1. Backscattered electron images of glass batches. The first batch (a) contained iron-rich crystalline inclusions (horizontal field width is 9 m). The second
batch (b) lacked crystalline inclusions but displayed obvious chemical variations
(HFW is 851 m). The batch used for the round robin (c) lacked crystalline inclusions and did not display obvious chemical variations. In addition, the glass ablates nicely with crates that have parallel walls and flat bottoms (HFW is 777 m).

What Are The Requirements For Forensic Materials and Particles Standards?
Craig S. Schwandt
McCrone Associates, Inc., 850 Pasquinelli Drive, Westmont, IL 60559
Technological improvements allow us to continue to investigate and analyze materials at
progressively smaller scales. As analysis volumes decrease the challenge increases to find an
appropriate standard reference material (SRM). An example of a large sample might be a
gunshot residue particle, while a smaller-scale sample might consist of 50 nanometer pigment
particles in a binder matrix.
Determining which SRMs are best for a particle sample type first depends on understanding the
questions that the analysis of the sample must address. In several instances, use of new electron
microscopy technology has been adopted and is used without SRMs. For example, most forensic
analysis of crime scene evidence is conducted entirely without SRMs.
This concept runs counter to accepted definitions and uses of a SRM, i.e. where the
concentrations of the elements of interest should be at similar concentrations to those in the
sample, in a matrix similar to the sample. However, SRMs are not always required and
sometimes simply not possible. The requirements of several sample types will be highlighted
and discussed, as well as valid methods to evaluate compositional information when SRMs are
not available.
These examples will be used to elicit discussion about SRMs as more than just physical
substances, and adopting new Standardized Analysis Guidelines as a subset of SRMs.

Standard Reference Materials for NVLAP
Jeanne Spencer, Reservoirs Environmental, Inc.
Transmission Electron Microscopy Laboratories that perform asbestos analyses are
accredited by the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Programs (NVLAP).
NVLAP requires that the laboratories have standard reference materials for the
calibration of magnification, energy dispersive x-ray analysis, asbestos identification and
asbestos structure counting. Many of the standards that are mandated through by
NVLAP are not and have not been available for years. This discussion will review the
standards, their availability and one laboratory’s use of working standards to comply with
the requirements.

A National Repository for Standard Reference Materials for Asbestos-Related
Disease
Greg Meeker, U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 80225
In 2011 the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) released
Intelligence Bulletin 62: Asbestos Fibers and Other Elongate Mineral Particles: State of
the Science and Roadmap for Research [1]. In that Bulletin NIOSH identified a need for a
National Reference Repository of Minerals and Information System. NIOSH stated:
"Currently, no national repository exists to retain, document, and distribute samples of

asbestiform and nonasbestiform reference minerals for research and testing. These
reference samples should be well-characterized research-grade materials that are made
available to the research community for testing and standardization." The need for wellcharacterized standard reference materials for instrumental analysis is obvious, however,
when the same materials are also relied upon for toxicological research and as benchmark
standards for litigation, legislation and regulation, this need takes on an elevated level of
significance. A recent dispute regarding "naturally occurring asbestos" can be used to
illustrate the problems encountered in not having well-characterized reference materials
for asbestos analysis and asbestos-related research. In 2005 the Environmental Protection
Agency conducted an asbestos exposure study in the suburban community of El Dorado
Hills, California. In that study, the EPA measured elevated asbestos exposures at 40 times
background levels [2]. A subsequent industry-funded review of the EPA study
challenged EPA's results and argued that little or no asbestos was present in the samples
[3]. The issues debated in these two studies are really issues of mineralogical definition
and toxicity of specific particle types as discussed in a U.S. Geological Survey report
commissioned by EPA to resolve the El Dorado Hills dispute [4]. The USGS report also
emphasized the problems encountered when applying analytical methods and definitions
developed for commercial-grade asbestos to minerals that are not of commercial grade,
are unprocessed, and have not been well studied as potential toxicants. Figures 1 and 2
show examples of the chemical and morphological characteristics of the amphibole
minerals identified in the El Dorado Hills study area and illustrate the complexities
currently being encountered by analytical laboratories, lawmakers and the public health
community. Without a diverse set of well characterized standard materials to calibrate
instruments, define morphology, and determine relative toxicity it is unlikely that the
asbestos community will be able to come to agreement on what materials should be
regulated and at what levels in order to protect public health without placing unnecessary
burdens on industry and the general public.
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Figure 1. Diagram showing amphibole minerals identified in El Dorado Hills, CA
samples [4]. Of the phases shown, only tremolite and actinolite are currently listed
as regulated. Analytical accuracy required for identification as above is beyond the
capabilities of routine asbestos analysis methods.

Figure 2. Examples of amphibole morphology from El Dorado Hills, CA samples
ranging from asbestiform (a) to acicular (c) to prismatic (f) [4]. All particles shown
meet most regulatory asbestos counting criteria but toxicological properties of
particles shown are poorly understood.

The LHT (Lunar Highlands Type) Lunar Regolith Simulant Series
Douglas B. Stoeser & Stephen A. Wilson, U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 80225
During the period 2005-2010, the USGS Reference Materials Project produced
approximately 3+ tons of lunar highlands regolith (soil) simulants for NASA. Although
the lunar simulant project was officially terminated by the cancellation of the Lunar
Program in 2010 requests for simulants continue. NASA and their contractors had a wide
variety of applications that include engineering experiments, equipment development,
and oxygen extraction tests [1]. The lunar regolith is extremely hazardous material due
to its strong adhesion to surfaces and abrasive characteristics and any equipment that
touches the lunar surface will be impacted by it. Because there is no supply of actual
lunar regolith available for these applications, regolith simulants are required for the
development of landers, suits, rovers, robotic equipment, scientific packages, and,
eventually, a lunar base.
The Moon has two basic types of geological provinces, mare (basaltic) and highlands
(gabbroic) and many types of corresponding simulants have been prepared. Historically,
the majority of lunar simulants have been produced by grinding a single type of suitable
rock, typically a basalt, and adjusting the grain size distribution of the milled product to
approximately match that of the lunar regolith. The LHT (Lunar Highlands Type)-series
of regolith simulants prepared by the USGS were a significant advance over other
simulants in that we prepared multicomponent simulants involving multiple rock types,
synthetic glassy materials and trace minerals. The primary lithologic feedstocks for these
simulants were rocks (gabbro, anorthosite, and peridotite) and mill waste from the
Stillwater Mine, Montana. The preparation of these simulants also included the synthesis
of glasses, agglutinate and glassy breccia feedstocks using an arc plasma melter
developed by Zybek Advanced Products of Boulder, CO. The creation of synthetic
agglutinate particles (figure 1), which are small glassy vesicular particles produced at the
lunar surface by micrometeor impacting [2], was a significant advance. Agglutinates
constitute as much as 60+% of the lunar regolith depending on length of exposure of the
material at the surface. The addition of appropriate lunar trace minerals was also
included in some of the LHT simulants, including: ilmenite (Fe2+TiO 3 ), apatite
(Ca 5 (PO 4 )F,Cl), synthetic whitlockite (Ca 9 Mg(PO 4 ) 6 (HPO 4 )), chromite (Fe2+Cr 2 O 4 ),
and pyrite (FeS 2 ) as a substitute for troilite (FeS). Different grain sized simulants were
also prepared including: dust (<60μm), medium-grained (<1mm) (figure 2), and coarsegrained (<10cm) simulants. Simulants were prepared with different levels of "fidelity"
depending on user requirements, i.e. simulants for mechanical engineering purposes do
not require trace mineral fidelity whereas oxygen extraction experiments do because the
presence of even minor amounts of phosphorus or sulfur can effect equipment and
experimental results.
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Figure 1. SEM images of synthetic agglutinates produced by Zybek Advanced Products.

Figure 2. SEM image of LHT regolith simulant (GL-glass, AGG-agglutinate, PLAGplagioclase, CPX-clinopyroxene). Note that a few glass sphere are also present which are a by
product of the agglutinate production process and also are characteristic of the lunar regolith.

Preparation and Analysis of Actinide Standards
Karen. E. Wright1, James A. King1
1

Idaho National Laboratory, Fundamental Fuel Properties, MS 6188, Idaho Falls, ID 83415

Idaho National Laboratory has obtained a Cameca SX100-R shielded electron probe microanalyzer
(EPMA) for the purpose of analyzing irradiated nuclear fuels. Such analysis is fraught with
difficulty. Issues to resolve include obtaining appropriate materials to use as reference materials,
characterizing potential reference materials, preparing reference materials for use as standards, and
accounting for the compositional changes inherent to materials that decay radioactively.
Irradiated fuel commonly consists of the fuel material itself, which depending on the fuel type can
include U, Np, Pu, Am, and Cm, in addition to elements that arise from the fission process. This can
include elements such Zr, Mo, Tc, Xe, REE’s, platinum group elements, and alkali elements such as
Cs[1]. Finally, diffusion reactions between the fuel, fission products, and cladding can promote the
migration of fuel and fission products into the cladding, while cladding materials (e.g. Fe, Ni)
migrate into the fuel[2,3].
Well-documented standards for cladding material and most fission products can be procured without
difficulty. The challenge is to obtain and prepare actinide elements for fuel analysis. Due to the
nuclear materials research that has been undertaken by the US national laboratory system, materials
containing elements such as Pu, Am, Np, and Cm exist, although in general, they have not been
adequately characterized for use as EPMA standards.
Initial attempts to make actinide standards focused on two materials—the first of which was thought
to be “pure” Pu, and the second of which was a solid solution of Pu and Am. Efforts to determine
how to mount these materials for EPMA use and to analyze these materials using alternative means
proceeded in parallel.
A brass sample holder for standards was fabricated. Standards were mounted into modified hexhead screws, fixed with epoxy, polished, and then screwed into the brass holder (Figure 1). Because
actinides oxidize readily, and because the samples were radioactive, all work was carried out in an
inert environment glove box.
In tandem, an aliquot of the material was electropolished to remove any oxide coating, dissolved in
acid, and analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) to determine the
chemical and isotopic composition. Analysis of the Pu aliquot via ICP-MS revealed a sample
containing 96 wt.% Pu, with trace quantities of U, Np, Am, and W (Table 1). This sample was then
examined using the EPMA to investigate homogeneity (Figure 2). An analysis of 30 points on the
sample covering an area approximately 300m x 300m shows variations in Pu content ranging
from 90.1-99.1 wt% (mean=95.0% ± 3%) without concomitant changes in the other elements. This
is likely due to the poor surface polish and variable oxidation of the sample. Similarly, examination
of the PuAm alloy showed a sample whose composition was clearly too inhomogeneous to serve as
a useful standard (Figure 3). Pu analysis varied from 73-84wt% with concomitant changes in Am
content.

Future efforts will address several issues. Firstly, actinide materials must be purified elementally.
In the case of Np and Am, there are existing stock materials that are >95% pure. An apparatus is
being developed to distill each of these to obtain metal exceeding 99% purity. Secondly, while
standard preparation can occur in an inert gas environment, steps need to be taken to preserve the
inert gas environment upon transfer of the standard from preparation facilities to EPMA analytical
facilities. Finally, a predictive model needs to be developed to determine how each standard will
change composition over time. Modeling code such as ORIGEN can be used for this purpose.
Table 1. ICP-MS analysis of Pu
Isotope

wt%

Element
Total (wt%)

2σ (%)

234

0.012

10

235

0.0656

5

U
U

236

0.031

238

U

0.0549

0.1635

5

Np

0.0211

0.0211

5

U

237

239

Pu
Pu

5

84.8

5

240

Figure 1. Brass sample holder with places
for 19 standards. Two modified hex-head
screws are shown in place.

Figure 2. 320X backscattered electron image of
Pu

10.8

5

241

0.277

10

242

Pu

0.219

96.096

5

241

Am

0.765

0.765

5

W

0.0114

0.0114

5

Total

97.06

97.06

Pu

Figure 3. 710X backscattered electron image
of PuAm Alloy
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Rock Texture Revolutionized and Reading the Value of Information Locked in
Rock Fabrics – Opportunities for New Classification Schemes
Alan R Butcher & Kimball Skinner
FEI Company
The study of minerals and their geometric arrangement allows petrographers to establish
the origins of rocks through the study of texture. This paper reviews recent developments
in the field of ultra-fast digital micro-mapping of rock thin sections. It is now possible to
routinely use an electron beam both as an advanced modal point counter and as an
automatic texture analyzer. Micro-scale phase and texture maps of entire thin sections
can be mapped in a matter of minutes, with areas of special interest being created at
resolutions appropriate to fully capture the rock’s texture. The value of this approach will
be discussed with the use of case studies. Examples will be drawn from both
commercially and scientifically important rock. This quantitative approach to textures has
gained considerable support within the community over the past 5 years, and opens up
exciting opportunities for the reexamination of traditional classification schemes of earth
and planetary materials, and for the establishment of standardized rock reference
materials.

Reference Materials in Automated Quantitative Mineralogy – experiences and approaches at
the Freiberg Geometallurgy Laboratory
Sabine Haser*, Axel D. Renno**, Andreas Bartzsch**, Christin Weißflog*, Dirk Sandmann*,
Bernhard Schulz*, Jens Gutzmer**
*
Institute of Mineralogy, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Brennhausgasse 14, 09596 Freiberg,
Germany
**
Helmholtz-Institute Freiberg for Resource Technology, Halsbrücker Straße 34, 09599
Freiberg, Germany
Quantitative mineralogy done by automated image acquisition, signal processing and analysis
became the principle driving force behind geometallurgical research projects and industrial
applications. The same analytical methodology is used in forensic examinations, as well as for
petrological, mineralogical and archaeometrical studies.
Recent developments in instrumental techniques, new algorithms for image and signal processing and
growing computing power form the basis for this enormous development. The level of automation,
the reproducibility and 'superhuman' never-tiring endurance have made this methodology virtually
indispensable.
As a consequence of this development, due to the growing economic impact and foreseeable
individual consequences as the result of forensic studies, laboratories using automated quantitative
mineralogical methods have to face more and more question relating to:
• the accuracy and trueness of measurement,
• measurement precision and measurement reproducibility, and
• metrological traceability.
The routine usage of reference materials (RM) is one of the cornerstones to meet such requirements.
The principle of measurement is the combined detection of back-scattered electron intensities and
X-ray spectra, both depending basically on chemical properties of the material studied. Automated
quantitative mineralogy is consequently no true (primary) phase analytical method (PAM) and has to
be traced back to primary PAMs.
To identify the RMs needed the quantitative mineralogical measurement needs to be separated into
distinct steps and tangible variables that influence the success of these steps. The main steps,
excluding sampling, are:
1. sample preparation,
2. image acquisition,
3. X-ray spectra acquisition,
4. X-ray spectra processing,
5. image processing including stereological reconstruction of 3-D features,
6. calculation of derived data like mineral mode, particle size distribution, particle shapes,
degree of liberation or the resolution of intergrowth relationships.
In general, quality management for steps 2 and 3 is well established and described in standardized
procedures and well covered with RMs. However, the lack of suitable RMs affects all the other steps
significantly.
The largest contribution to the uncertainty budget is sample preparation. The preparation of “in-house”
standards will improve the situation, but will not reach the effects of future RMs. RMs to assess the
correct and reproducible processing of X-ray spectra and the stereological reconstruction are easier to
define and fabricable, but very scarce.
The experience of the Freiberg Geometallurgy Laboratory with missing suitable RMs is illustrated
and missing inter-laboratory comparability of results is identified as the most serious challenge. First
approaches to a solution, focusing on the creation of “in-house” standards as a first step towards a
broader approach involving other laboratories worldwide, are presented and critically evaluated.

Atom Probe Tomography of Natural Olivine: a potential APT reference
material
S.W. Parman,* B.P. Gorman,** C.R.M. Jackson,* and R.F. Cooper*
* Dept. Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
** Colorado Center for Advanced Ceramics, Colorado School of Mines,
Golden, CO 80401
Atom probe tomography (APT) is an emerging analytical method that has the
potential to produce nm-scale spatial resolution of atom positions with ppm-level
detection limits. Until recently, APT has been limited to analysis of conducting
samples due to the high pulsed electrical fields previously required. The recent
development of laser-assisted APT now allows lower electrical fields to be used,
opening the door to analysis of geologic minerals. The potential applications are
many, ranging from diffusion profiles to the 3 dimensional distribution of nanophases to grain boundary chemical properties.
In addition to their low electrical conductivity, geologic materials present a number
of challenges for APT analysis:
1) Most geologic materials are silicates and contain substantial amounts of oxygen
strongly bound to silicon. This enhances the release of atom clusters rather than
single atoms. Such clustering causes inaccurate analysis. Appropriate tuning of
ablation parameters to disaggregate clusters before hitting the detector greatly
improves accuracy of analyses (Figure 1).
2) Most geologic samples are chemically complex, typically containing 5 or more
major elements, often generating multiple peak overlaps (Figure 2).
3) Geologic materials are often moderate to poor heat conductors. This can cause
substantial overheating of the sample during analysis. Use of low powered (5 pJ)
femtosecond lasers greatly reduces overheating, as does forming the sample
needles with low height/width ratios (Figure 3).
In this contribution, we will discuss our ongoing efforts to improve the precision
and accuracy of APT analysis of olivine. San Carlos olivine is widely available
and relatively homogenous, and is a good candidate for a APT reference material.
References
[1] This work is supported by a Salomon Award to SWP from Brown Univ.
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Figure 1. Analyzed composition of San Carlos olivine by APT versus fraction of
detector strikes that were multiple hits (more than one hit on the detector between
laser pulses). Larger fractions of multiple hits suggests that more clusters are
being broken apart in-flight between the sample and the detector. No standard was
used. Actual Mg2SiO4 content of sample is 89-90 (gray band).

Figure 2. Mass/charge spectra of APT analysis of San Carlos olivine. Identified
mass/charge peaks are: 27=54Fe2+; 28.5=55Mn2+; 28=56Fe2+,28Si1+; 28.5= 57Fe2+; 29=
29 1+ 58
Si , Ni2+, 30=30Si1+. Note peak overlaps at mass/charge ratios 28 and 29.
Resolving these peak overlaps may require calibration to a standard material.

USGS Microanalytical Reference Materials: Current activities and future directions
Stephen Wilson, Alan Koenig, RaeAnn Orklid-Norton
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO 80225
With the increased use of microanalytical techniques for geologic investigations comes
the need for a more diverse set of calibration materials to assist in the quantification of
major, minor and trace elements. Discussions will focus on the development of two new
USGS apatite materials, MAPS-4 and MAPS-5, which are designed to mimic fossilized
and modern bone material respectively. Using a specially designed coprecipitation
process these apatite materials each contain more than 75 trace and minor elements at
concentrations at the 10-100 ppm level (MAPS-5) and 10-3000 ppm level (MAPS-4). A
new organic based reference material, MAOS-2 used at the USGS for the analysis of
black coral samples will also be introduced. This material developed in an epoxy matrix
contains over 40 elements at concentrations between 10 and 1000 ppm. Prepared in a
new multistep approach, MOAS-2 was designed to contain several elements uniquely
associated with black corals including Ni, Pt, Re, Th, and U at concentrations
commensurate with natural samples. Discussions will finish with current and future
plans for the development of several glass materials including a new MORB (BSIR-1G),
soda lime glass, and Andesite material.

Data processing for spatial geochemistry in reference materials
A. Néron,* L.P. Bédard,*
* Sciences de la Terre, Université du Québec à Chicoutimi, Chicoutimi, QC Canada G7H 2B1
Neron.Alex@gmail.com
Reference materials (RM), both agglomerated and glassy, have been characterized with bulk
and microbeam analytical techniques [1-3]. Basic and advanced statistics have been used to describe
their geochemical concentrations and heterogeneities but very few have considered the spatial
relationship between results. Jochum et al [3] has used different beam size with LA-ICP-MS to
characterize size and magnitude of heterogeneities. The coupling of magnitude (size and
concentration) of heterogeneities with the relative position of heterogeneities (spatial geochemistry)
is the logical step to better characterize and understand geochemical reference materials.
Some techniques have been developed to integrate spatial information to geochemical data
such as geostatistics. This contribution aims to evaluate different data representations to characterize
RM using geochemistry AND spatial information. Experiments were done first with the XRF. The
main advantages of XRF are that it is not destructive (experiments can be repeated!), it has a
similar beam size as LA-ICP-MS (~50 m) and reproducibility can be determined by analyzing the
same spot a large number of times. However, a difficulty of the technique is the estimation of the
analyzed volume as it varies with sample density and atomic number. Mapping with contours,
shades of grey (Fig. 1) or topography representing the concentration of an analyte is the first foray to
visualize data. Analytical noise and drift often hide small heterogeneities or make them difficult to
appreciate. Some image processing enhancement could help. The unfolding of the data (Fig. 2)
highlights the heterogeneities (nuggets) very well but contiguous heterogeneities are not properly
shown. Non-sequential heterogeneities (on different analytical lines of the map) are difficult to
appreciate. Variograms, which show variance between samples and take into account the relative
distance between points, have also been tested. A variation of the variogram (Fig. 3), into which
sample footprint (multiple contiguous beam shots) is presented against variance, show clearly the
expected variance to a said beam size (50, 100, 200 m diameter). It can be used to define a
minimum analytical volume or beam size. More techniques will be presented to highlight
geochemical determinations in conjunction with spatial information. Theses techniques are tested
with LA-ICP-MS results on NIST and USGS glasses. Instruments are an Agilent 7700x ICP-MS
coupled to one of the best laser ablation instruments for mapping, the M-50 RESONetics. It is quite
clear that NIST glasses show heterogeneities for many trace elements, such as platinum group
elements (PGE), as highlighted by Eggins and Shelley [1] and Jochum et al [1, 3] .

References
[1] K.P. Jochum, M. Willbold, I. Raczek, B. Stoll, K. Herwig. Geostds Geoanal Res (2005) 29:
285.
[2] S.M. Eggins and J.M.G. Shelley. Geostds Newslet (2002) 26: 269.
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Geostds Geoanal Res (2011) 35: 397.
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A comparative study of six reference materials used for the analyses of the platinum
group elements and gold by LA-ICPMS
Sarah Gilbert*, Leonid Danyushevsky*, Philip Robinson*, Cora WohlgemuthUeberwasser**, Norman Pearson***, Dany Savard****, Marc Norman*****, Jacob
Hanley******
*CODES, University of Tasmania, Private Bag 79, Hobart, TAS 7001, Australia
**University of Johannesburg, Auckland Park, 2006, South Africa
***GEMOC, Macquarie University, Sydney, 2109, Australia
****Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi, Quebec, G7H2B1, Canada
*****Australian National University, Canberra, 0200, Australia
******St. Mary’s University, Halifax, B3H3C3, Canada
A range of independently characterised LA-ICPMS reference materials (RM), used for the
analysis of the platinum group elements (PGE) and Au in a sulphide matrix, have been
analysed and compared: 8b, PGE-A, NiS-3, Po727-T1, Po724-T and the Lombard meteorite.
The newly developed RM NiS-3, was used as the calibration standard for all LA-ICP-MS
analyses and the measured concentrations of the other RMs compared against their published
concentrations. This data was also used to assess the consistency of concentrations calibrated
against the different RMs. It was found that Po727-T1 and 8b will produce results that are
consistent with each other, within the analytical uncertainty, for all elements. Po727-T1 also
produces consistent results with NiS-3 for all elements. All other RMs show differences for
some elements, especially Ru in Po724-T, and Os, Ir and Au in PGE-A. The homogeneity of
the PGE and Au in each RM was assessed, by comparing the RSD of multiple 100 micron
LA-ICP-MS spot analyses with the analytical uncertainty. Po724-T, Po727-T1 and the
Lombard meteorite are homogeneous for all elements, but 8b, PGE-A and NiS-3 are
heterogeneous for some elements. This is the first direct comparison between a range of
independently characterised PGE and Au LA-ICP-MS RMs.
We will also discuss an approach to estimating the analytical uncertainty for LA-ICPMS
analyses, as this a particularly important issue when assessing consistency between the
accepted values of different RMs.

Development of a new Ga-Ge-S reference material for LA-ICP-MS investigation
Xia, F.1, Pring, A.2, Xu, W.3, Chen, G.3, McFadden, A.4, and Wade, B.4
1

CSIRO Process Science and Engineering, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 3168,
fang.xia@csiro.au
2
Professor Allan Pring, South Australian Museum, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia,
5000, allan.pring@samuseum.sa.gov.au
3
School of Materials Science and Engineering, East China University of Science and
Technology, Shanghai, China 200237, w.xu@ecust.edu.cn, grchen@ecust.edu.cn
4
Adelaide Microscopy, The University of Adelaide, Adelaide , South Australia, Australia,
5005, aoife.mcfadden@adelaide.edu.au, benjamin.wade@adelaide.edu.au

A set of three Ga-Ge-S glass standards (IMER-3, 4, 5) of nominal 1000, 200, and 25ppm
respectively have been synthesized via rocking furnace melting of high purity compounds in
vacuum sealed silica glass tubes. The major element starting materials (Ga-Ge-S) are based
on a chalcogenide glass matrix composition of Ge25Ga10S65. Initial starting material was
doped with measured amounts of high purity Ag, Cu, Pb, Se, As, Te, Bi, and Au to give the
desired concentration of trace metals. Preliminary analysis of the major constituents of the
IMER glasses via electron microprobe returns excellent homogeneity in all 3 glasses, with
RSD less than 1%. Spatial homogeneity of minor and trace elements were qualified by
conducting line traverses, and quantified by conducting spot analysis using laser ablation
ICP-MS. Both data display good homogeneity in minor and trace element composition in all
three glasses, with RSD less than 5%. The preliminary results presented on the IMER
chalcogenide glasses appear promising for its homogeneity, and would compliment other
sulphide matrix standards currently available. Small amounts of the three standards are freely
available for distribution by the corresponding author.

A Summary of Highlights and Hurdles of Quantitative LA-ICP-MS With and Without
Microanalytical Reference Materials
Alan Koenig, Central Mineral and Environmental Resources Science Center, Denver, CO
80225, akoenig@usgs.gov
Much has been done with laser ablation ICP-MS with and without reference materials
entirely suitable or intended for quantitative microanalysis at the trace level at high spatial
resolution. In concert with laser developments new matrix matched and/or fit for purpose
reference materials have been developed. In some cases the development of the reference
and/or QC materials has allowed us to see that new laser technology such as < 200 nm
lasers allow us to get away with matrix mismatched calibrations such as calibrating with
silicate glasses for things like phosphate or oxides. In other cases it can be demonstrated
that now that we have better calibration or QC materials we can see the sometimes subtle
sometime not so subtle errors or improper calibration. One of the main challenges that still
faces the community is the derivation of certificate values for the reference materials with
accurate values of sufficient precision to allow for careful evaluation of performance. This
work will outline some results that examine calibration via several LA wavelength (193 nm,
213 nm and 266 nm) using a variety of calibration materials for a variety of matrices. Some
discussion of things learned from successes and remaining challenges of developing
reference materials for LA-ICP-MS will be presented. Also as part of this comparative study
a detailed examination of some natural materials that have used (abused) as natural
mineral calibration reference materials for both electron probe and LA-ICP-MS analyses. In
the theme and context of the topical conference, this work will be a starting point of
discussion between scientists from a variety of fields and instrument techniques.

An Examination of Beam Sensitive Standards
John J. Donovan
CAMCOR, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR, 97403
Many materials are sensitive to electron bombardment and will undergo modifications to
both structure and chemistry that can result in changes to the emitted x-ray intensities as a
result of various physical processes including but not limited to heating, crystal lattice
damage, ionization, volatilization, subsurface static charging and subsequent ion mobility
of the measured elements. In addition, various crystallographic orientation effects are
known to affect the migration and/or mobility of ions in the material under study. [1-13]
Typically these effects are carefully considered when investigating unknown materials
that are known to exhibit beam sensitivity, e.g., alkali or water rich volcanic glasses, but
standard reference materials also exhibit such beam sensitivities, particularly standard
glasses. Other standard materials such as apatites and phyllosilicates can be problematic
due to crystallographic orientation effects on beam sensitivity.
Aside from efforts to minimize these effects by various cryo techniques [14], most of
these processes are proportional to the degree and duration of electron beam exposure
and are therefore dependent upon correction schemes that either document and/or correct
for changes in x-ray emission over time and are therefore often classified as Time
Dependent Intensity (TDI) corrections. We will investigate various methods to
characterize these TDI effects and provide practical quantitative corrections for such
observed behaviors regardless of the actual mechanisms by which they are produced and
subsequently measured during Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA).

[1] Lane, Stephen J. and Dalton, John A. (1994) Electron microprobe analysis of
geological carbonates. American Mineralogist, 79, 745-749.
[2] Stormer, John C. Jr., Pierson, Milton L. and Tacker, Robert C. (1993) Variation of F
and Cl X-ray intensity due to anisotropic diffusion in apatite during electron microprobe
analysis, Am. Min, 78, 641-648
[3] Morgan, G.B. and London, D. (1996) Optimizing the electron microprobe of hydrous
alkali aluminosilicate glasses, American Mineralogist, 81, 1176-1185.
[4] Nielsen, C.H. and Sigurdsson, H. (1981) Quantitative methods for electron
microprobe analysis of sodium in natural and synthetic glasses, Am. Min., 66, 547-552.
[5] Spray, J. G. and Rae, D. A. (1995) Quantitative electron-microprobe analysis of alkali
silicate glasses: a review and user guide. Canadian Min., 33, 323-332.
[6] Walker and Howitt (1989) Field induced migration of sodium in soda-silicate glasses
during scanning electron microscopy, Scanning, 11, 5-11.
[7] Hulinsky, V., Jurek, K., and Gedeon, O. (1996) Experimental verification of
theoretical models simulating the temperature increase in EPMA of glass.
Mikrochimica Acta, Suppl. 13, 325.332.
[8] Jbara, O., Cazaux, J., and Trebbia, P. (1995) Sodium diffusion in glasses during

electron irradiation. Journal of Applied Physics, 78, 868.875.
[9]Jurek, K., Hulinsky, V., and Gedeon, O. (1996) Electron beam induced migration of
alkaline ions in silica glass. Mikrochimica Acta, [Suppl.] 13, 339.347.
[10] King, P.L., Vennemann, T.W., Holloway, J.R., Hervig, R.L., Lowenstern, J.B., and
Forneris, J.F. (2002) Analytical techniques for volatiles: A case study using
intermediate (andesitic) glasses. American Mineralogist, 87, 1077.1089.
[11] Morgan, G.B. and London, D. (2005) Effect of current density on the electron
microprobe analysis of alkali aluminosilicate glasses. American Mineralogist,
90, 1131.1138.
[12] Usher, D.M. (1981) Sodium ion migration in glass on electron beam irradiation.
Journal of Physics C: Solid State Physics, 14, 2039.2048.
[13] Vassamillet, L.F. and Caldwell, V.E. (1969) Electron-probe microanalysis of alkali
metals in glasses. Journal of Applied Physics, 40, 1637.1643.
[14]Kearns, S.L., Steen, N., and Erlund, E. (2002) Electronprobe microanalysis of
volcanic glass at cryogenic temperatures. Microscopy and Microanalysis, 8,
Suppl. 2, 1562CD.
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Figure 1.
Measurements of NIST K-1781 na silicate glass at 10, 20 50 and 100 nA. X-axis is
natural log Na Kα intensity. Even with 2nd order polynomial extrapolation of log
intensities, the zero time intensity at high beam currents is not self-consistent.
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AB: The new generation of high resolution field emission electron
microprobes and SEMs offer the possibility of extending high accuracy x-ray
microanalysis of geological specimens down to nano-volumes. There are two
ways of achieving this for bulk samples: 1) by reducing the electron beam
energy to a few kV and analyzing only low energy x-ray lines; and 2) using a
beam energy 1-3 kV above the excitation energy for the x-ray lines to be
analyzed (low-overvoltage x-ray analysis). We have used these procedures to
analyze volumes as small as ~50x50x50 nm in minerals with FESEM/SDD and
electron microprobe/WDS and obtained comparable accuracy to that for
micrometer-sized analytical volumes using standard conditions. But we have
encountered analytical difficulties special to these procedures. We will present
examples of both. There are problems in analyzing first-row transition
elements using L-line spectra. The Lβ energies are greater than the LIIIedges, resulting in order-of-magnitude differences in mass absorption for Lα
and Lβ lines. There is significant spectral variation depending on bonding useful in determining chemical state information, but a problem for regular
quantitative analysis. EDS detectors do not have sufficient resolution to
separate Lα and Lβ peaks, nor do most types of multi-layer crystals. Analysis
of Lα,β lines using conventional corrections often produces errors exceeding
20-30% relative. Even when the lines can be separated using higher resolution
crystals, peak shape variations and satellite peak intensity differences due to
bonding effects often result in errors of similar magnitude. We will explore
ways of minimizing these effects with modified correction procedures and use
of chemically similar standards. An alternative to using the L-lines of the first
row transition elements is to perform low overvoltage analysis with the Klines. The excited volume for Fe Kα emission in a sample of olivine at 8 kV is
similar to that for Lα at 3 kV (~0.1% that for Fe Kα at 15 kV). Moreover, the
emitted x-ray intensity for Fe Kα at 8 kV using a LiF crystal is similar to that
for the Lα line at 3 kV using a TAP crystal, both ~2% of the intensity of Fe Kα
at 15 kV. (The intensity of Kα at 9 kV goes up to 7.5% that at 15 kV, while the
fraction of excited volume only increases to 0.9% that at 15 kV.) At low
overvoltages, the major analytical difficulty is variation in intensity due to
surface contamination or carbon coat thickness, and the major correction
procedure uncertainties involve overvoltage dependency of the ionization
cross section and stopping power. The effect of carbon coat thickness can be
minimized by applying thin film corrections. Surface contamination areas can
be avoided by use of in-lens secondary electron imaging. Modern correction
algorithms work well for relative x-ray emission at low overvoltages. The

major problems for low-overvoltage analysis are the low count rates
produced. A practical balance between analytical volume and measurement
precision has to be made. We will present examples of optimized conditions
at different levels of analytical spatial resolution.
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Toward a Quartz Sandstone SEM-CL Intensity Imaging Reference
Material
John Fournelle*
*Department of Geoscience, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706
Cathodoluminescene (CL) is commonly used in geoscientific studies of several rock forming
minerals, such as zircon and quartz. The rapidly obtained image provides a quick, low cost,
two dimensional view of relative/crosscutting (=temporal) features in igneous, sedimentary
and metamorphic crystals. These features permit inferences about “historical” features, such
as growth, dissolution, and reprecipitation.
Quartz crystals typically yield rather low intensity CL in SEM-CL, unlike the high intensity
from many zircons (relative to electron beam dose, at a given potential, such as 15 keV). In
our SEM lab, a Gatan PanaCL/F is mounted on a Hitachi S3400 VP-SEM. One project now
several years old has been to evaluate sandstone from 3 cores into the Illinois Basin, in
particular the Cambrian Mt. Simeon Sandstone, and in particular, cements that form between
quartz grains, removing porosity and affecting this geological reservoir (e.g. for CO2). The
oxygen isotopic ratios (δ18O) of these cements are then analyzed by secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) to calculate temperatures of diagenesis and water compositions [1, 2].
CL imaging of these sandstones by SEM is very desirable, as the CL intensity of the cements
between quartz grains is distinguishable from the CL of the grains themselves. This allows
precise targeting of the SIMS beam. There do seem to be also subtle CL intensity differences
within cements, but P/B of this signal is weak.
One important question is whether the CL photomultiplier and the mirror are optimally
aligned for highest P/B of this weak signal. Discussions with several others at the recent
MAS/AMAS CL Topical Conference in October 2011 at NIST indicated that having a
common CL reference for imaging would be useful. This would be useful not only for
alignment evaluation, but having the same material available to many labs could also permit
evaluation of other factors, such as optimal acceleration voltage, beam current, beam
diameter (FE vs LaB6 vs W), coating thickness, and sample preparation and polishing. By
pooling the resulting CL images of a common material, garnered with various instruments
and varying operating conditions, it may be possible to improve the operation of CL-SEM
results, particularly for these difficult quartz sandstone samples.
A several inch long core of St. Peter Sandstone (SPSS) has been acquired, and initial mounts
prepared. The SPSS consists of well-sorted and highly rounded quartz. This core is
perpendicular to bedding, so multiple slices should have the same general features (Fig 1,2).
CL imaging shows >10 micron overgrowths, up to >50 microns in spots (Fig 3,4). An initial
series of tests at 5 or 6 labs will occur by September 2012, and if the results are positive,
additional samples will be prepared and other labs notified, and a short publication prepared.
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Characterisation of a reference material for the direct quantification of the noble gas
xenon in electron probe microanalysis
S. Brémier, P. Pöml , F. Laheurte, R. Hasnaoui and C.T. Walker
European Commission, Joint Research Centre, Institute for Transuranium Elements, P.O. Box
2340, DE-76125 Karlsruhe, Germany

In the nuclear industry there is a major interest in measuring the concentration of retained
xenon in the matrix of irradiated UO 2 fuels because diffusion, precipitation, re-solution and
release of noble gases are among the main phenomena that govern the irradiation performance
and safety of fuel rods in nuclear reactors. Additionally, for astrophysics, precise
measurement of the concentration of xenon in the Earth crust is expected to provide an answer
to the speculations that xenon depletion from the Earth's atmosphere occurs by insertion at
high temperatures and high pressures into SiO 2 in the Earth's crust. However, the quantitative
analysis of xenon by electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA) is not straightforward as no
suitable reference material has yet been identified.
At the Institute for Transuranium Elements (ITU) in Karlsruhe, Germany, the standardisation
of Xe in nuclear fuels is performed by an indirect method using Sb as standard. A correction
factor obtained by measuring the L 1 lines of the adjacent elements of Xe and fitting them
using a polynomial is applied. The factors are machine specific, i.e., they can be used unless
the hardware of the spectrometer changes. They also need to be checked at regular intervals to
account for day-to-day variations in the operating conditions of the machine. [1]
In this paper we present the preparation and characterisation of a material dedicated to study
the feasibility of direct standardisation of xenon. The main objective is to obtain a material
containing a layer of homogeneously (laterally and vertically) distributed xenon. Of primary
importance is to confirm that xenon is stable and does not migrate under the electron beam. In
this study, Xenon was deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering over a pure Si wafer
(semiconductor grade) using a Leybold Z550 device, where xenon was used as the career gas.
The local concentration of xenon in the layer was measured by electron probe microanalysis
and is given in Table 1. The xenon was measured by quantifying against Sb using the method
described earlier. The investigation of the large scale homogeneity of the sample over the
surface of the wafer (3*4mm) revealed a gradient of a concentration of ± 0.5 wt.% xenon. At
the local scale, i.e., over a distance of 100µm the homogeneity is within the analytical errors
as shown on Fig. 1.
The thickness of the xenon containing layer was investigated using secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) and laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LAICPMS). As shown on the SIMS depth profile, Fig. 2., the xenon concentration is
homogeneous over a distance of about 4 µm from the surface.
Reference
[1] P. Poeml et al., Mater. Sci. Eng. 7 (2010) 012025.

Table 1. Average composition of the reference material measured by EPMA at 15 kV.
Xe

Co

Ta

Fe

Ti

Total

Wt.%

69.0

11.4

6.9

6.8

5.3

0.4

99.8

Std dev.

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.1
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Fig. 1. Concentration profiles for Xe, Co, Ta and Fe and quantitative Xe x-ray map on a
100*100 µm grid revealing the local homogeneity of the Xe distribution in the deposited
layer. The average Xe concentration is 11.4 ± 0.1 wt.%.
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